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WHO WEARE 
The Other Press has been Douglas College's student 
newspaper since 1976. Since 1978 we have been an 
autonomous publication, independent of the student 
union. We are a registered society under the Society Act 
of British Columbia, governed by an eight-person board 
of directors appointed by and from our staff. Our head 
office is located in the New Westminster campus. 
The Other Press is published weekly during the fall 
and winter semesters, and monthly during the summer. 
We receive our funding from a student levy collected 
through tutition fees every semester at registration, and 
from local and national advertising revenue. The Other 
Press is a member of the Canadian University Press 
(CUP), a syndicate of student newspapers that includes 
papers from all across Canada. 
The Other Press reserves the right to choose what we 
will publish, and we will not publish material that 
is hateful, obscene, or condones or promotes illegal 
activities. Submissions may be edited for clarity and 
brevity if necessary. All images used are copyright to 
their respective owners. 
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'Tis the season 
W ell dear readers, this is it, the end of another semester, and another 
publishing year at The Oth.er Press. 
As is tradition with the passing of 
another 365 days, we here at your 
student ~ewspaper wanted to take 
this opportunity to spread some 
seasonal cheer and regale you with 
some genuine, and in some cases 
utterly facetious, resolutions or 
otherwise festive quips. From our 
dark and dungeon-like basement 
office (otherwise known as room 
1020 in Douglas College's New 
West campus), we wish you well 
this holiday season. See you all on 
the other side (January)! 
Unlike some, whose hearts are 
filled with nothing short of distain 
towards the concept of "New Year's 
resolutions," I jump at the chance 
to set goals to start January off with 
expectations. Year after year it's a 
humbling exercise in failure that I 
swear I will someday best. 
While many of my past 
resolutions revolved around the 
rote territory of fitness, health, 
and self-improvement; this year 
I'm gravitating towards loftier 
"gotta make a change or I'm going 
to have an aneurysm" ambitions. 
An example of something that 
falls under this category is being 
less neurotic. The hope is that by 
leaving my goal as ambiguous and 
nonspecific as possible, as things 
come up in 2012, I'll be able to chalk 
any changes made as "resolution 
successes" and, even superficially, 
feel like I've achieved at some sort 
of pre-proposed commitment. 
Also: drinking less, running more, 
eating better, being greener, being 
a better friend, reading more, being 
more spontaneous, being more 
passionate, dancing more, and 
*deep breath* colonizing Mars ... 
but that's it! Anyways, time to 
go worry about the things I can't 
change some more before my 
resolutions kick in. Later days and a 
seasonal salut! 
- Cody Klyne, Editor-in-Chief 
I love New Year's resolutions: if my 
life thus far has taught me anything, 
it's that there's nothing I like more 
than creating a detailed list of lofty, 
cherry-pie-in-the-sky goals and 
then promptly abandoning them in 
a delicious fit of self-deprecating, 
caramel-flavoured self-pity. Still, 
while I do of course want to lose 80 
pounds on a milkshake diet and sell 
a million copies of my forthcoming 
e-book Saving Kim Kardashian, I 
would also like to take the time to 
remind everyone that there's (a bit) 
more to life than furs, jewels, and 
gin. If you're reading this, you're 
alive-how rad is that? So this year, 
in-between being emo over your 
eggnog, remember to call your 
mom, use nice language in your 
Internet flame wars, and forgive 
those who you've been holding 
voo-doo-like grudges on. Also, buy 
mybook.XO. 
- Sharon Mild, Assistant Editor 
Whether you spend the holidays 
with family, drinking rum n' nog, 
or sitting around with a neurotic 
cat named Lola on your lap, be 
sure to do the following: go up 
to one of Vancouver's mountains 
at least once, go ice skating at 
Robson Square, make someone a 
gift instead of buying one, listen to 
Best Coast, go sledding on some 
garbage bags because your mother 
threw out your snow surfer (which 
you will never let her live down), 
complain about YouTube's new 
layout, watch the cartoon version 
of The Grinch, kick it with your 
best friend, put Christmas lights 
around your bed just because you 
can, and eat a ridiculous amount 
of food. Well, that's what I'm going 
to do, anyways. Happy Holidays 
everyone! Watch out for the 
Colonial woman on the wing, she's 
churning butter. 
- Maria Asselin-Roy, News Editor 
In 2010, I was but a responsible, 
well-rounded student with her 
whole life ahead of her. This year, 
my life changed for the better; 
perhaps my grades slipped 
somewhat, and my intelligence may 
be hanging desperately by a thread, 
but these sacrifices were necessary. 
For without said sacrifices, I would 
not be able to uphold my resolution 
for the year 2012. 
In 2012, my resolution will be 
to abandon my pathetic mortal life, 
so that I may fight valiantly in the 
world of Skyrim! It is my sworn 
duty as a Dovahkiin to eat, sleep, 
and maybe even wear dragons! 
No more of"this foolish social 
lifestyle of mine; my New Year's 
resolution is to convert to Skyrim, 
and only Skyrim! And maybe to get. 
a driver's license, or a signifi\ant 
other that's not an NPC. .. but 
mostly Skyrim! (Getting 100 per 
cent on Arkham City would also be 
nice.) 
- Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
Oh boy, how time flies! It's hard to 
believe it's already been a whole 
year since I last lied to myself and 
made some half-assed resolution 
that I can't even remember now. 
Like everyone, ever, I've never 
been able to keep a resolution past 
the first week and I usually don't 
even bother making them anymore. 
But Cody Klyne wants what Cody 
Klyne wants, and so I present to 
you all what I hope to achieve 
in 2012: survive the end of the 
world, lose 300 pounds, continue 
not dressing up my cat, destroy 
Zooey Deschanel' s marriage and 
claim her for myself (halfway there 
guys!), spend more time with my 
hypothetical kids, eat mor~ greens, 
pee less reds, see The Muppets seven 
· more times, finish my memoir 
currently titled It's a Punderful Life, 
and finally, reach my minimum 
word count for this resolution. 
Happy holidays folks! 
- facey Gibb, Opinions Editor 
As a socialist, I hold that Christmas, 
in its modem form, is nothing but 
an excessive capitalist exercise 
in decadence that propagates 
materialism in its worst form. We 
talk about "the spirit of giving" at 
Christmas, but we've reduced it to 
merely buying junk at the nearest 
mega-mall and stuffing our faces 
with factory farmed foods. It makes 
me sick. However, I could use a 
new monitor for my computer, 
so if anyone is feeling "the spirit 
of giving," .I'd love a new one. 
Thanks! And Merry Christmas, you 
bourgeois pigs! 
- Liam Britten, Humour Editor 
I resolve to be realistic with my 
resolutions ... that's it! 
-Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
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Douglas College Student Invesbnent Club: 
Investing in tomorrow 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
T he Student Invesbnent Club is back to business at Douglas College. 
"What I'd like to do eventually 
is to have this club be the place 
to get a co-op job or a volunteer 
position or to actually get a job," 
said Argundas Bartas, head of the 
newly-restored club. 
The organization actually 
started several years ago, but 
there was a small problem. "In 
theory, people wanted to practice 
investing; in practice they 
didn't want to spend the time 
researching the stocks," explained 
Bartas. As such, the original club 
withered. Last year, however, 
Bartas and classmates met with 
well-established invesbnent 
professionals to see just what the 
business was like, where they 
had started, and how they had 
gotten to where they were. These 
meetings got Bartas thinking that 
maybe the_re would be other people 
interested as well. With that, he 
took over the fledgling Student 
Invesbnent Oub-changing the 
club's direction from merely 
researching stocks to include going 
out and meeting people. 
The reincarnation has seen 
the group experience a level 
of success in both its numbers 
and in its purpose. To date, the 
New Westminster-based outfit 
has roughly 70 members on its 
mailing list, and generally fills its 
events-where professionals from 
organizations like the Investors 
Group, CffiC, and The Education 
Company come in and field 
questions-to capacity. 
But the Student Invesbnent 
Club 'is not only about Q and A 
sessions with those in the know: 
the group allows members to learn 
leadership. "In class we learn to 
be managers, but we don't learn to 
be leaders." But how can you teach 
leadership? Events hosted by the 
Student Invesbnent Club are not 
arranged in the traditional sense. 
The club president is not the sole 
organizer; rather, it is up to the 
students. ''This particular set-up, 
in which everyone is responsible 
for their own events, allows 
them to actually go out, meet the 
individual, market the event, book 
and set up the room .. .it gets people 
to take initiative." 
Bartas also expressed his 
wish that Douglas College clubs 
have better participation,_"Part of 
college is extracurricular activities, 
. and most people are not taking 
advantage of all that is offered to 
them. Those people who don't 
participate will simply not get 
the value out of what college is 
supposed to be all about." 
For more information, or to 
join the Student Invesbnent Oub, _ 
check out their website http: I I 
dcsic.wordpress.coml or join their 
Facebook page. 
What makes us human? 
Douglas College Speaker Series comes to an end 
By Naomi Ambrose 
T he Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences presented the final lecture in the four-
part Speaker Series "Engaging 
Minds: What makes us human?" 
on November 24 at the New 
Westminster campus. 
"The purpose of the Speaker 
Series was to encourage students 
and faculty to talk about ideas and 
research,'' said series co-organizer 
Laura Dane. 
The fourth lecture in the 
series-which was delivered 
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for an audience comprised of 
students, faculty members, and 
administrators from Douglas 
College and Simon Fraser 
University-was called "Pointing 
to Language: Problem Solving, 
Cooperation, and Meaning." 
During this lecture, Simon Fraser 
University psychology Professor 
Emeritus Vito Modigliani spoke 
about the importance and the 
evolution of pointing, gestures, 
and the inclusion of speech as a 
form of language. To illustrate his 
points, Modigliani used examples 
as diverse as pictures of his 
Canadian carbon crisis 
By Dylan Hackett, Staff Writer 
Canada's commibnent to the Kyoto accord is in jeopardy as government officials 
refuse to speak on whf mer or not 
the government will stay bound 
to the Kyoto Protocol until ~e 
end of the 2008-2012 term of the 
agreement. 
Canada currently does not, 
and has n,ot, met the emissions 
caps signed upon in the 1997 
international climate change 
agreement. 
"Our focus is going to Durban 
to talk to the other parties, to 
ad vance the Copenhagen and 
Cancun agreements. We hope 
to encourage the world's largest 
emitters in the developed and 
developing world to reduce 
their megaton pollutions," stated 
Environinent Minister, Peter Kent, 
68, last Thursday. 
"Announcements will be 
made when announcements will 
be made. We are not responding to 
speculative media." 
Kent, who left to Durban, South 
Africa last weekend to begin talks 
on international climate change 
isn't going to the United Nations 
climate conference with any 
opposition Members of Parliament, 
outraging Green Party Leader and 
Member of Parliament, Elizabeth 
May, who will be attending as an 
observer and will not be allowed to 
take part in delegations . 
Speculation and past 
statements by Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper suggest a 
withdrawal from the accord. 
In 2002, Harper claimed the 
environmental international 
agreement to be "a socialist scheme 
to suck money out of wealth-
producing nations." 
Although previously citing 
that China and the United States' 
grandchildren, the poster of "Uncle 
Sam" that was used in World War 
I and II to recruit soldiers, and Bill 
Reid's famous aboriginal sculpture 
"The Raven and The First Men." 
Several students cilso expressed 
their interest and satisfaction with 
the lecture. 
''The lecture was interactive 
and Modigliani had a great sense 
of humor," said an attendee from 
the General Studies program. 
Psychology student J ayme 
Pederson stated that she attended 
the lecture because she is interested 
in any aspect of psychology and she 
reluctance to sign on with the 
Kyo to Accord's second series of 
negotiations, Kent still holds his 
position against resigning even 
with China, a coimtry responsible 
for 23.3% of global annual 
C02 emissions, now in the fold of 
negotiations. 
"We haven't seen any detail 
yet. We look forward to China 
bringing its proposal to the 
conference. But with regards to 
Canada not taking on a second 
Kyoto commibnent period, that 
would not change our position.» 
Canada's current standing in 
the agreement puts 805 megatons 
of carbon emissions in the air 
more than target goals. The federal 
government currently provides $1.4 
billion a year in tax subsidies to oil 
and gas producers in Canada, the 
top polluting industries. 
Also currently under 
scrutinization from First Nations 
groups is the proposed $5.5 
billion Enbridge Northern 
Gateway Pipeline from Northern 
Alberta to Kitamat, BC which 
activist and writer Naomi Klein 
has claimed would cause over 
19,000 First Nations treaty 
violations during a speech at Rio 
Theatre last Thursday night. 
Canada is currently the 7th 
worst emitter of carbon dioxide in 
the world, after Germany. 
wanted to listen to the professor 
that had a great influence on her 
teacher. 
The lecture series began on 
October 13, and was free and 
open to the public. Previous 
speakers in the series included SFU 
psychology Professor Emeritus 
Dennis Krebs, James Cook 
University Senior Psychology 
Lecturer Michele Surbey, and 
Associate Anthropology Professor 
at California State University in 
Fullerton John Patton. 
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Ocean waste and debris add environmental concern 
By Maria Asselin-Roy, 
News Editor 
O n March 11, 2011, Japan suffered a devastating magnitude 9.0 earthquake 
and subsequent tsunami that have 
left countless tons of debris washed 
out to sea-causing concern for 
environmental impact in the years 
to come. 
While it is unsure how much 
of this debris will settle on the 
sea floor or quickly biodegrade, 
floating islands of garbage and 
rubble upwards of 100 kilometres 
long have been spotted throughout 
pacific shipping lanes. According to 
the U.S. navy's seventh fleet, which 
is monitoring the floating wreckage, 
the largest debris island measures 
69 miles, or 111 kilometres, and 
consists of boats, cars, entire houses, 
as well as common rubble. The 
debris field occupies an estimated 
area roughly 3,200 kilometers long 
and 1,600 kilometers wide. 
Although Japan's Fukushima 
nuclear plant was affected as 
a result of the earthquake, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration's marine debris 
program, NOAA, believes it highly 
unlikely that any tsunami-caused 
debris would be contaminated 
with radioactive material. This 
is not good for the residents of 
Canada's west coast, as scientists 
from the University of Hawaii 
predict upwards of 20 million tons 
of debris to arrive on the shores 
of British Columbia by 2014. This 
concentration represents one of 
the highest in North America; the 
Ocean Surface-Current Simulator 
(OSCS)~ predicts the debris to be 
distributed all along the west coast 
and into current ocean garbage 
patches by way of the North Pacific 
Subarctic and Subtropical Gyres. 
The International Pacific 
Research Center at the University of 
Hawaii, led by Nikolai Maximenko 
and Jan Hafner, had their model 
of distribution validated when the 
Russian ship STS Pallada made 
a direct observation of the debris 
field; it included appliances like 
refrigerators and televisions, as well 
as a fishing boat that was traced 
back to the Fukushima Prefecture. 
A release from the research centre 
noted that "marine debris has 
become a serious problem for 
marine ecosystems, fisheries and 
shipping." Researchers also expect 
Hawaii to receive a second wave 
of garbage within five years. They 
predict after the debris reaches 
the west coast it will flow into 
the North Pacific garbage patch 
before cycling back to the Hawaiian 
Islands. 
Scientists are encouraging 
boaters who come into contact 
with the debris field to contact 
them and report the details of 
what was observed. A description 
of the items witnessed, weather 
conditions, time, and GPS position 
will aid researchers in updating 
the debris' distribution model. 
Lieutenant Anthony Falvo, the 
deputy public affairs officer for the 
U.S. navy's seventh Fleet, reminds 
the public that the debris field is 
a dangerous area and should not 
be approached lightly, "It is very 
large and it's a maritime hazard ... 
It can do anything from piercing 
the hull of a ship to leaving dents or 
getting wrapped up in propulsion 
systems." 
The issues concerning the ocean 
emanating from abroad further 
compound upon the detrimental 
state of local waters. For example, 
three Lower Mainland wastewater 
plants-Iona Island in Richmond, 
Lions Gate in North Vancouver 
and Annacis Island in Delta-
have dumped billions of litres 
of waste into areas of the Fraser 
River, Burrard Inlet, and the Strait 
of Georgia. The repeatedly failed 
monthly toxicity tests required by 
Environment Canada, consists of a 
population of fish being placed in 
a sample of treated wastewater; if 
after 96 hours more than half the 
population of fish has died, the 
test is considered a failure. Metro 
Vancouver has however developed 
a plan to improve treatment _quality 
which requires the improvement of 
the Iona Island plant by 2020 and 
the Lions Gate plant by 2030. 
With regards to coastline 
maintenance, the Vancouver 
Aquarium initiated an annual 
cleaning of Canadian shoreline 
in 1994 in participation with the 
Ocean Conservancy's International 
News 
Coastal Cleanup. The aim is to 
remove and catalogue refuse from 
world coastlines. In 2009, 1,568 
shoreline cleanup sites with a 
collective length of 2,457 kilometres 
removed roughly 95 metric tons 
of garbage. PITCH-IN CANADA 
has also been conducting beach 
cleanings for decades; however, 
these efforts pale in comparison to 
the estimated 20 million ton debris 
payload predicted to arrive on BC 
coasts alone. 
The economic cost to the 
Vancouver area may not be as high 
as the environmental ones, but they 
will no doubt be extreme. Much of 
Vancouver's economic foundation 
depends on either its.beauty, or 
its easily-acc~ssed ocean trade 
networks-the incoming floating 
debris islands, as well as the locally-
created pollution, threaten both. As 
Jan Hafner stated in an interview, 
"We are trying to get across our 
message that it is coming, and it's 
about time to start planning some 
action." 
If you want to find out more 
about the programs sponsored by 
PITCH-IN CANADA, visit www. 
pitch-in.ca 
Former Vancouver mayors endorse call for legalization of marijuana 
By Maria Asselin-Roy, 
News Editor 
Four former Vancouver mayors have given their public support to aBC anti-violence 
coalition's call to legalize marijuana. 
Former mayors Larry Campbell, 
Mike Harcourt, Sam Sullivan, 
and Philip Owen all signed an 
open letter to politicians of British 
Colombia blaming rampant gang 
violence on cannabis prohibition, 
claiming that a reduction in 
violence would occur if there was a 
change in law. 
"It is creating violent, gang-
related crime in our communities 
and fear among our citizens, and 
adding financial costs for all levels 
of government at a time when we 
can least afford them. Politicians 
cannot ignore the status quo any 
longer, and must develop and 
deliver alternative marijuana 
policies that avoid the social and 
criminal harms that stem directly 
from cannabis prohibition," the 
letter stated, calling marijuana 
prohibition a "failed policy." 
The letter was designed 
to encourage debate on new 
marijuana policies and was sent 
to MPs, members of the provincial 
legislature, and city councillors 
where it was further endorsed 
by Gregor Robertson, the current 
Mayor of Vancouver. 
Robertson made a statement 
on the legalization of marijuana to 
the Province on November 15, "I 
do support taxing and regulating 
as a more effective strategy to take 
the windfall from cannabis away 
from gangs and put it to use for 
public services. This is a federal 
jurisdiction and the Canadian, U.S. 
and Mexican governments are all 
grappling with more effective drug 
policy than the war on drugs, which 
clearly is not working. Vancouver 
has had a fairly tolerant approach 
to cannabis historically, and that 
continues." 
On November 24, Robertson, 
who was recently elected to a 
second term, further commented 
on the letter his four predecessors 
released, saying "Good to see 
four Vancouver ex-mayors calling 
for end of cannabis prohibition. I 
agree, we need to be smart and tax/ 
regulate" 
The coalition stated that they 
would continue to encourage 
the reduction of social maladies 
through the legalization of 
marijuana by way of continued 
polling and reports. 
The mayors' letter coincides 
with a recent Angus Reid poll, 
commissioned by the Stop the 
Violence BC coalition, an anti-
violence group comprised of 
academic, legal, and health experts. 
According to Stop the Violence's 
survey, many BC residents 
acknowledge flaws with current 
marijuana laws in the province. 
The poll found that just 32 per 
cent of British Colombian's trust 
municipalities to develop an 
effective marijuana policy while it 
is considered illegal. Only 28 per 
cent of those polled trust in federal 
politicians and 27 per cent trust in 
provincial politicians to handle the 
situation. Further, the poll found 
that 69 per cent of respondents 
favoured the taxing and regulation 
of marijuana. 
Crime reduction, as well as the 
economic revenue available in the 
legal production, sale, and taxation 
of marijuana are factors which 
can explain the high percentage of 
citizens in favour of legalization. 
"These poll results reinforce 
the fact that British Columbians 
are way ahead of those they 
have elected in recognizing 
the destructive outcomes from 
marijuana prohibition," said 
coalition member and Director 
of the Urban Health Research 
Initiative at the BC Centre for 
Excellence in HIV I AIDS, Dr. Evan 
Wood. 
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Brilliante bravado 
The final Student Showcase performance of the fall semester 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
This semester's Arts at One concert series has been one enthralling experience after 
the next. As of last Thursday, the 
series saw its final perfbrmance 
of 2011. After a number of shows 
by artists both within and out of 
the Douglas College community, 
the series wrapped up with three 
shows dedicated to the students 
involved in Douglas' various music 
programs. With the spotlight now 
on them, these students exhibited 
their talents-whether they were 
on the piano, the guitar, or even 
in singing-giving the audience a 
better look at the sheer amount of 
effort each of these tip-and-coming 
musicians puts into their skill. 
Unlike previous concerts, 
which tended to focus on a single 
type of instrument, this show 
offered an array of different genres, 
styles, group works, solo works, 
and even languages-depending 
on the piece. The performance 
began with a guitar ensemble of 11 
students, lead by Michael Strutt, 
appropriately performing the 
earnest "Prelude" by D. Crittenden. 
followed by the African-inspired 
"Kalimba" by J. Kindle. The guitar 
ensemble was follow~d by soprano 
singer Melissa Arsenault, whose 
three-song set, accompanied 
in part by Amy Teo-Poh and 
Barrie Barrington on the piano, 
introduced us to her tremendously 
exquisite voice. Arsenault opened 
with a Cockney-accented song 
from the play My Fair Lady entitled 
"Wouldn't It Be Loverly," and 
then performed the somber 1f'lh 
century John Dowland piece, 
"Flow My Tears." Her set ended 
with Mozart's chipper and operatic 
"Alleluja," from the "Allegro" 
section of his "Exsultate, Jubilate! 
K. 165." 
Ci Ci Wen then came out to 
perform the complic~ted piano 
piece "Leyenda," from Isaac 
Albeniz's five-piece suite "Chants 
d'Espanagne." The moody 
piano piece was followed by the 
delightfully amusing "Duetto 
buffo di due gatti" by Giacomo· 
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Rossini. The title translates to 
"humorous duet for two cats," . 
and was literally meowed by 
the young singers Leanne Gilder 
(soprano) and Melissa Purnell 
(mezzo soprano)-both of whom 
approached the stage in cat ears, 
and were positioned and swaying 
as cats would throughout the 
performance-with Barrington 
once again accompanying on piano. 
Jordan Charette then came out to 
play two solo pieces on guitar; the 
soft-spoken "Julia Florida" by H. 
Barrios, and, in contrast, the lively 
"Xodo da Baiana" by Dilermando 
Reis. Following was Teo-Poh 
once again on the piano, this 
time soloing,, and performing the 
booming "Prelude in g minor, Op. 
23, No. 5" by Sergei Rachmaninoff, 
and the "Modere" movement from 
Maurice Ravel's "Sonatine." The 
unique "Concerto for Marimba and 
Orchestra" by Ney Rosauro was 
then performed by the duet of Se 
Hun (Sam) Kim on the marimba 
and Pinky Lau on the piano. 
The final songs of the show 
were performed by a mass 
ensemble of over 30 students, 
referred to as the Douglas College 
Beginning Choral Ensemble, and 
were accompanied by Barrington 
on piano, and lead by Kevin 
Zakresky. The first song beautifully 
performed was Mozart's "Ave 
Verum Corpus," sung in Latin. 
The South African folk song_ 
"Tshotsholoza" then completed 
the set, which featured voice major 
Scott Lee performing solo parts 
throughout, and was additionally 
accompanied by Erza K wizera on 
percussion. 
With the school year now 
coming to an end, it was wonderful 
to see such a huge selection of 
artists and their performances. 
Douglas College continues to 
welcome and build extremely 
talented musicians, and I can't wait 
to see which new and continuing 
students will get to perform next 
year. Congratulations to all of the 
year's performers, and may you 
enjoy a well-deserved holiday! 
I think I'm gonna be sad 
The anniversary of John Lennon's death 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
"Would those of you in the cheaper 
seats clap your hands? And the rest 
of you, if you'll just rattle your jew-
ellery." Ever one to drop an off-the-
cuff quip, John Lennon's death on 
December 8, 1980 is often seen as 
one of the most tragic events ever 
experienced by the music world. 
The often outspoken Lennon 
is perhaps best remembered for his 
mop-top days as a member of The 
Beatles. As a member of the Fab 
Four, John formed one of the most 
successful song-writing partner-
ships of all-time with Paul Mc-
Cartney, and was responsible for 
providing a hard edge for Paul's 
more tuneful contributions. Classics 
such as "All You Need is Love," "In 
My Life," and "Lucy in the Sky with 
Diamonds" were all from Lennon's 
days in one of the greatest bands of 
all time, and the world is a better (or 
at least more musical) place for it. 
Growing up under his aunt 
Mimi's roof, with separated par-
ents, and a never-present father, 
Lennon seemed destined for a hard 
life, perhaps even a lowly exis-
tence-certainly not world-wide 
Lennon/Plastic Ono Band (1970) was 
well-received, but it was his second 
album that gave the world the un-
forgettable "Imagine." 
After several more albums, and 
various drug and alcohol prob-
"Regardless of people's varying opinions of him as a man, Lennon 
was a remarkable musician and a polarizing figure:' 
fame. Even when he received his 
first guitar, his aunt's now famous 
words were, ''The guitar's all very 
well, John. but you'll never make 
a living out of it." In his typical 
fashion. John would later have 
these words engraved on a plaque 
and hung in her home as a constant 
remembrance. That guitar would 
be the beginning of a remarkable 
journey for Lennon. 
It was through his first band, 
The Quarrymen. that John would 
meet Paul McCartney, George 
Harrison, and later, as The Beatles, 
Ringo Starr. Stardom and Beatle-
mania were just around the corner. 
Almost 10 years and 27 number 
one hits later, The Beatles officially 
disbanded when Paul announced 
he was leaving the group. Len-
non was incensed by McCartney's 
move, seeing as John had quit 
the band months before, but had 
been told to keep it quiet until the 
group's affairs were sorted out. He 
later said, "I was a fool not to do 
what Paul did, which was use it to 
sell a record." However, not to be 
outdone by McCartney's fresh solo 
success, Lennon set forth with his 
own work. His debut album John 
lems, Lennon would take a step 
back from the music scene in 1975 
in order to spend time with his 
son. He would make a brief return 
in 1980 with the release of Double 
Fantasy in November of 1980 before 
his premature death in December. 
Mark David Chapman, an insane 
fan who had gotten Lennon to sign 
his copy of Double Fantasy earlier 
that same day, shot Lennon in the 
back four times at the entrance of 
John's apartment building, The 
Dakota. Lennon was pronounced 
dead upon his arrival at the hospi-
tal. Chapman got 20 years to life, 
and is still in prison. 
John Lennon was always a con-
troversial figure. He staged many 
ridiculous demonstrations, stood 
staunchly for peace, and was never 
one to settle for small gestures (e.g. 
his returning of his MBE medal). 
Regardless of people's varying 
opinions of him as a man. Lennon 
was a remarkable musician and 
a polarizing figure. His death has 
been remembered for over 30 years 
now, and, if that is any indication to 
go by, he will be remembered for a 
long time yet. An early and untime-
ly death ensures immortality. 
---------------------------------
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Hey, listen! It's time to save the princess! 
Don't skip out on 'The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword' 
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer 
I 'm about 10 hours into the latest game of the Zelda series, Skyward Sword, and so far I'm pretty 
impressed. You begin the game in 
ancient Hyrule times, where Zelda 
and Link are childhood friends, 
living in a peaceful village above 
the clouds. However, evil soon 
hits, and Zelda is thrown from 
her loyal Loftwing (that's right, 
the sky people have pet birds), 
plunging beneath the clouds to the 
unexplored world below. Link then, 
coincidently, discovers he is the 
hero of time, chosen by the Goddess 
to save the world. And before long, 
you're clad in classic green once 
more and off to save the princess. 
Skyward Sword is probably one 
of the best games on the Wii to date. 
Fine 'toons 
The storyline is compelling, and 
the MotionPlus fighting system 
has been perfected. Although 
it is tempting to just flail about 
dramatically when attacking 
your enemy, in hopes that one 
particularly well-placed flail will 
take out your foe, most of the 
bad guys you'll be fighting seem 
to be programmed against that: 
they are able to block most of the 
uncoordinated attacks. It may take 
some time to perfect the fighting 
style, but once you've got that-slash 
and thrust down, no one can stand 
in Link's way. 
Although, your fairy 
companion from Ocarina of Time 
(1998), Navi, is absent in Skyward 
Sword, you are not destined to 
travel the world alone. Even better, 
your new friend, a messenger from 
the Goddess, doesn't tell you "Hey, 
listen!" in that annoying high-
A complete run down of the year's newest cartoons 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
W ith the semester's end now upon us, it's our duty as responsible 
students to buckle down, 
study hard, and get those final 
assignments in! Of course, as a child 
at heart, yours truly has used the 
past week to perform a different 
type of research: I spent countless 
hours sitting, eating sugary cereal, 
and, most importantly, watching 
cartoons. I'll always love cartoons, 
but sometimes life gets in the 
way of all the series premieres 
and season finales, so I went on a 
mission to see which new shows 
were the cream of the crop and crap 
before the year's end. 
What I found particularly 
interesting is that about half the 
shows were either reboots (e.g. 
Thundercats) or 'adaptations' (e.g. 
Young Justice). But before we go 
into all that, I should probably go 
through the originals series'. 
First up is Secret A:fountain Fort 
Awesome (Cartoon Network (CN)), 
which is about five monsters who 
somehow find themselves on Earth, 
and, well, shenanigans ensue. Using 
colourful and surreal animation, 
SMFA might've felt less dated 
had it been on MfV in the '90s. 
It's silly and grotesque, but I can 
see it lasting a handful of seasons, 
despite an otherwise lacking of plot. 
Then we have The Problem Solverz 
(CN), about two brothers named 
Roba (Ben Jones) and Horace 
(Kyle Kaplan), and the problems 
they solve with their giant turd-
bread (that's what I'm calling it), 
Alfe (also Ben Jones); it's not very 
good. To accurately replicate the 
show's look and feel, imagine some 
poor child getting into his dad's 
stash, overdosing, and vomiting 
rainbows all over said dad's Super 
Nintendo--in short, it's looking as 
if this show is already cancelled. 
_ Luckily, not all the original 
shows were so lame. Bob's Burgers, 
the latest Fox animated series, 
is about Bob Belcher (H. Jon 
Benjamin) and his family running 
a burger joint. Initially I wasn't a 
fan (to put it bluntly, I hated the 
is definitely the only show that 
legitimately felt like a Saturday 
morning cartoon; it's fast paced, the 
characters aren't all that interesting, 
and it's basically here to sell toys, 
but at least the action scenes are 
cool. 
Young Justice (CN) is also 
about an action-packed team of 
teenagers, except these aren't just 
any kids; these are the sidekicks 
of the Justice League. Robin (Jesse 
McCartney, of all people), Aqualad 
(Khary Payton), and Kid Flash 
(Jason Spisak) have informed their 
ul'll always love cartoons, but sometimes life gets in the way of all 
the series premieres and season finales, so I went on a mission to see 
which new shows were the cream of the crop and crap before the 
year's end:' 
first episode), but by mid-season 
it pretty much won me over; it's 
really the best show in Fox's current 
animated lineup. Then there's The 
Amazing World ofGumball (CN), 
a UK/US co-production about 
a little blue cat named Gumball. 
Although the intro is really the 
most "amazing" aspect of the show, 
it's quite funny and cute. It's also 
unique in that it incorporates many 
different styles of animation in each 
episode, as c~rtain characters are 
animated traditionally, some are 
CGI, some are stop-motion, etc. 
Now we come to the reboots, 
all of which have caused some level 
of stirring on the interwebs. The 
weakest of these shows is Volfron 
Force (Nicktoons), a sequel-of-sorts 
to the '80s anime Voltron. This 
super-iors that "it's time," and that 
they're ready to form their own 
super group. The show takes its 
sweet time in moving the story 
-along, but the general feeling it 
presents is that it's going to last 
awhile anyway. The same goes 
for the reboot of Thundercats (CN); 
although I'm well aware of it, I've 
never seen the original series. That 
said, I absolutely love the 2011 
Thundercats. Produced in part by 
Ethan Spaulding of Avatar: The Last 
Airbender (which is felt throughout, 
aided by the show's anime-style) 
and Michael Jelenic, Jelenic has 
stated that he wants the new series 
to "[feel] more like a movie," 
and it does. This show is darker, 
presenting itself as an epic, and 
although Lion-0 (Will Friedle) no 
- -------------------------------------- --------------
Arts 
pitched voice every time it wants 
your attention anymore. Huzzah! 
As with any game, there are 
a few minor pitfalls with Skyward 
Sword. My main issue is with the 
difficult to control camera: when 
you're fighting off a hoard of angry 
trolls, the last thing you neea is the 
camera locking onto something 
behind you. Not cool. 
Overall, I love this game. The 
animation is a perfect mix between 
The Wind Waker (2003) and Twilight 
Princess (2006), the fighting is fun, 
and the story is interesting. My only 
regret is the timing of the game's 
release: with finals right around the 
comer, there's not nearly enough 
time to play this awesome game. At 
least I can put on my The Legend of 
Zelda Special Orchestra CD (included 
with the game!) and rock out while 
I study. 
longer has his booming voice, he's 
quite the powerful force. I should 
also note that Snarf doesn't speak 
anymore; he is instead the group's 
adorable pet-a much better fit for 
a serious take on the show. · 
Finally, the most controversial 
reboot: The Looney Tunes Show (CN). 
The Looney Tunes Show takes Bugs, 
Daffy, and the rest of their gang 
and moves them to a suburb in the 
city, switching their classic violent 
slapstick routines for a more sitcom 
style of humour. Understandably, 
many people detest the show for 
updating it this way; I, on the 
other hand, appreciate the show's 
excellent writing and animation 
(although for some reason, the 
characters look awful in stills). To 
keep things short: I love the show, 
the "Merrie Melodies" music videos 
are hit for the most part, but I've yet 
to give the CGI Roadrunner shorts 
a chance. 
The only show I wanted to 
check out but couldn't was Dan Vs. 
(Hub), about a short, angry man 
who has a beef with everything 
around him. I've heard good things 
about it, and the clips I did manage 
to find are pretty funny, so if you 
can find it around, give it a shot. 
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Walking in a winter wonderland 
Vancouver's hosting a number of Christmas-themed events 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
Are your photos with Santa at the mall just not cutting it anymore? Do you want to 
hear music in the air? How about 
having the smell of cakes and pies 
absolutely everywhere? Avoid the 
crowded malls and head out to 
Vancouver, where our fair city will 
be playing host to a vast number of 
Christmas events! 
Vancouver Aquarium: 
Luminescence (Nov. 24,2011-
Jan. 2, 2012) (http://www. 
vanaqua.org/ experience/ feature/ 
luminescence) 
Part holiday tradition, part 
educational experience, the 
Vancouver Aquarium presents an 
annual exhibit that celebrates the 
light given off from underwater 
creatures. The Aquarium's holiday 
tree is one of the main draws of the 
event, as it's powered by electric 
eels. Another draw is the beautiful 
origami jellyfish that hang from the 
exhibit's ceiling, powered by LED 
lights which visitors can operate to 
create light patterns. You'll also, of 
course, want to catch Scuba Claus, 
in which Santa goes underwater-
hat and all-to visit our fishy 
friends. 
Woodward's Windows (Dec. 
1, 2011-Jan. 1, 2012) (http:// 
www.christmas.canadaplace.ca/ 
Wood wards_ Wmdows) 
Back in the day, people 
would come out to Vancouver 
during the holidays to see the 
Woodward's Department Store 
window displays. Each year the 
store was decorated with display 
windows that featured dozens 
of intricately placed animated 
dolls, lights, and various other 
characters in Christmas-themed 
settings. Although all but the iconic 
Woodward's W have since gone, 
it's still possible to see all their 
8 
classic window model displays 
in various locations, including 
Canada Place and the Vancouver 
Christmas Market. 
Karaoke Christmas Lights 
(Dec. 9-24, 2011) (http://www. 
vancouvertrolley.com/ tours I 
seasonal I karaoke-christmas-lights) 
The Vancouver Trolley 
Company will be sending out 
trolleys throughout December, 
decked out in Christmas 
decorations and even sporting 
karaoke machines. These trolleys 
follow a three-hour route, which 
starts at the Vancouver Christmas 
Market (covered in the past few 
issues oi The Other Press), and 
from there head to Stanley Park's 
Bright Nights display for a visit 
before ending up at the VanDusen 
Botanical Garden for the Festival 
of Lights. To attend one of these 
trolley tours, reservations must be 
made in advance. 
SantaCon 2011 (Dec. 17, 2011) 
(http: I I santacon.inio /) 
All over the world, mass 
groups of people band together 
in order to form city-hosted 
SantaCons. These SantaCons 
consist of people dressing up like 
Santa Claus, meeting at a select 
location, and spreading holiday 
cheer wherever they go-very 
likely while inebriated. Following 
a Santa Con code of honour, Santa's 
are encouraged to give gifts and 
candy to bystanders (or coal, 
whichever), say ho-ho-ho a lot, 
and address each other as Santa. 
It's fun, it's merry, and it's all 
about having a good ol' time in the 
modern age of flash mobs. 
Hopefully you'll make 
use of some, if not all, of these 
suggestions over the holidays. 
And remember-whatever crazy 
Christmas shenanigans you get 
yourself into-have a safe and 
merry Christmas! 
Have 11 story idea? E-mail us at arts@otherprus.ca e 
Pleasant, perfect presents 
All you wanted for Christmas was our gift guide! 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
Christmas is just around the corner, and you still don't know what to get 
that special someone in your liie, 
whether it's a lover, friend, or 
family member. Sure, you could 
make them something from the 
heart, you know, if you're cheap. 
Or, better yet, you could take a 
look at our holiday gift guide! Here 
we'll provide a gift suggestion for 
what I'll assume is every type of 
person in your liie: 
For the reader. Steve Jobs 
(1955-2011) played a major part in 
defining our generation; one cannot 
walk anywhere without seeing 
the effect he has had on the world. 
The release of his biography, Steve 
Jobs, written by Walter Isaacson, 
was to be released in 2012, but with 
Jobs' passing this year on October 
5, the rel~ase date was moved up 
to October 24. Sure to be one of 
the most popular purchases this 
season, Steve Jobs is a gift anyone 
should be able to appreciate. 
Including the information from 
hundreds of interviews, Jobs' 
biography provides an unnaturally 
candid look into his liie-and into 
the mind of an icon. 
For the music, man. Now to 
brighten things up! Michael Buble's 
Christmas is currently the top-
selling album in North America, 
and will probably stay that way 
for the rest of the holiqays. But ho-
ho-hold on there, friend, everyone's 
already either heard or gotten that 
album by now. No, you should 
get A Very She & Him Christmas, 
starring everyone's favourite 
New Girl, Zooey Deschanel (She), 
and her faithful co-star M. Ward 
(Him)! With Ward's gentle guitar 
accompanying Deschanel' s sweet, 
resonating voice on every song, it's 
virtually impossible to hate this 
selection of Christmas covers .. . that 
is, unless you're heartless. 
For the cinephile. If you've 
got the coin for it, there's a good 
chance that whomever you 
purchase Star Wars: The Complete 
Saga on Blu-ray for will be most 
grateful. The box set boasts nine 
disks, which of course includes 
all six films with various forms of 
commentary, along with a slew of 
deleted, extended, and alternate 
scenes, interviews, behind-the-
scenes features, and much more. 
You can currently purchase the box 
set through Amazon for half price 
($90). Understandably, if you're 
looking for a smaller purchase, 
Super 8 is now available on DVD 
and Blu-ray, and while the Blu-ray 
hosts more features, both come 
with director's commentary. 
For the kid in all of us. If you 
really want that someone to feel 
like a kid on Christmas, I suggest 
adult-sized footed pajamas. These 
onesies aren't just a-dork-able, 
they're quite easy to find online-
great if you'r~ looking to compare 
prices (which I highly recommend). 
Soft, warm, and all around comfy, 
this is definitely something anyone 
can enjoy. _ · 
For the hell of it, I simply 
couldn't compile this list without 
mentioning the I Am T-Pain 
microphone. It's the toy just 
about everyone secretly wants this 
Christmas, whether they realize it 
or not! You know what, forget this 
entire list, just buy everyone you 
love T-Pain mics. Trust me: auto-
tune is. the only way to express 
love. 
Life 
Stuck in purge~ a tory: cleansing, literally 
By Laurel Borrowman, 
Life & Style Editor 
I have way too much stuff You 
probably do too. Stuck in Purge-atory 
is a weekly chronicle of the quest by 
my roommate Emily and I to get rid 
of extraneous excess in our lives by 
giving away or throwing out one thing 
everyday until the end of time. 
A combination of end-of-
semester itch paired with Emily's 
determination have built a theme 
for this week in Purge-a tory. Even 
though this is only week four, this 
has been the most difficult to date. 
Books. Magazines. Timely 
newspapers. Print publications. 
Literature! How much excess do 
you have in this department? I'm 
no Ron Burgundy; I do not boast a 
collection of many leather-bound 
books, smelling of rich mahogany, 
but I admit that books are 
incredibly hard to get rid of. 
Books are a thing of beauty. A 
book represents a marriage of so 
many forms of art: writing, design, 
typesetting, illustration, creativity, 
and collaboration. They are 
representative of a time and place. 
They enable time travel, teach us 
about other lands, take us on wild 
adventures, and make us laugh, 
love, cry, learn, and scream, all from 
the comfort of a chair, desk, couch, 
bed, or bathtub. 
Typically, we read them 
once and shelve them (especially 
if it's something particularly 
cumbersome like Biology 1103). 
If it's our favourite, we read them 
twice over the course of a few years. 
Sometimes we'll pull one off the 
shelf to skim over a favourite part, 
recite a passage as a reminder, or 
to settle a debate. If it's your course 
pack from a love-hate relationship 
with Language Studies this term, 
you might even want to hold a 
ceremony and burn that thing to 
bits. 
We can get them for free at the 
library, but still buy them. We place 
them on the wall like a trophy, 
regarding them in a way that we 
don't with other material goods. 
They can denote status, intelligence, 
worldliness, and sometimes just a 
sense of holier-than-thou-ness. 
Combined, they weigh a ton, 
and can take up a lot of space. 
Emily has butt-loads of 
books; good ones too. Between a 
psychology degree and being well-
travelled, her bookshelf is both 
intriguing and educational. On the 
other hand-and as a writer, I am 
a bit embarrassed to say-I don't 
really have a ton of books. After 
moving so many times over the past 
four years, print publications have 
been some of the first thjngs to go. 
Why? First, they are heavy. 
Second, they make a feel-good 
lend. I love seeing a friend scan my 
modest personal library and pulling 
the, "you would love that one! I'll 
lend it to you," in hopes to impress 
them or convince them of my 
excellent taste in literature. 
Lastly, during Laurel's Financial 
Drought of 2011, around rent 
o'clock in April this year, I was left 
no choice but to take some of my 
favourites (and the only ones of 
any value, really; some Burroughs, 
Palahniuk, Thompson, and more) 
up to Pulp Fiction on Main an:d 
Broadway to avoid that awkward 
talk with my landlord about 
cheques bouncing and such. 
Unfortunately, some of the 
three bike keys that don't have a 
lock. 
Saturday 
Me: Pop Guide from POP 
Life exhibit at National Gallery 
of Canada in Ottawa. From last 
summer's cross-Canada road trip 
with mom. Grabbed two guides. 
Only need one. 
Em: Set of double-sized sheets 
in red, two odd-sized pillowcases, 
and a black sheet. None fitting for 
her queen-sized bed. Red sheets 
fitting for ~y double-sized bed 
(you know, the one between kid's 
race car-size bed and queen-size 
bed). Part lateral purge, part real 
purge. 
Sunday . 
Me: Wine Access magazine, 
which originally came to me paired 
with a bottle of wine. Wine=drank. 
Magazine rendered useless. 
Em: Takes to our storage locker 
and emerges with one backpack 
and one army-style poncho. Placed 
"I'm no Ron Burgundy; I do not boast a collection of many leather-
bound books, smelling of rich mahogany, but I admit that books 
are incredibly hard to get rid of." 
books I do have are kind of lame. 
Actually, really lame (case in point, 
Thursday). Don't get me wrong. I 
jump at the opportunity to use my 
CP Style Guide, look up a definition 
in Can Ox, or to recite a line from 
Survivor. But, like the embarrassing 
songs purged from my music 
library two weeks ago, a lot of my 
books ar~ there for filler; for some 
reason it can feel more comfortable 
to have 8000+ songs, or a shelf · 
packed with books, than it does to 
not. 
But one of the objectives with 
this purge is turning over a new 
leaf, focussing on quality instead 
quantity. 
As always, once the momentum 
built, we-and this week, by we, I 
mean Em-rode the purging train 
hard, and got rid of a lot of other 
stuff too. And with that, I give you 
our cast-outs of the week. 
I give you, this week in Purge-
atory. 
Friday 
Me : Rolling Stone, The Decade's 
Best Songs and Albums from almost 
two years ago. Remind self that 
Rolling Stone is mostly irrelevant 
now. 
Em: Biker raincoat and set of 
.. 
them on display in high-traffic 
back-alley spot. Gone in 24 hours. 
Victory. 
Monday 
The magazine bin gets tackled. 
Me: Two editions of the Georgia 
Straight. Had some kind of timely, 
newsworthy value which I now fail 
to see. 
Emily: 16 magazines of various 
titles, such as Popular Science, 
Snowboard, Psychology Today, Vogue, 
and the ever popular, always-
poignant, thought-provoking, 
debate-generating, Just Hair (from 
2004). 
Tuesday 
Me: The Memory Keeper's 
Daughter, by Kim Edwards. Nice 
packaging. Couldn't get into it. 
Em: In a throwback to two 
weeks ago, gets techno-purgey. 
One wireless router, a bunch of old 
burnt CDs, and four 4" floppy discs. 
Floppy discs? You can't get much 
more irrelevant than that. 
Side note: Discovered a free 
bin in the bowels of the building 
where the storage lockers and 
bike graveyard exist. Apparently 
purging is now contagious. 
Shed single proud tear. All will-
power spent in effort not to take 
everything from said free bin. 
Laurel: 1. Free biri: 0. 
Wednesday 
Me: Wild Animus, by Rich 
Shapero. Seriously. Did you see 
these books being handed out by 
the New West SkyTrain one day 
in winter term earlier this year? 
Did you take it because it was 
half-decent looking? Did you 
ever actually read it? Me neither. 
Turns out, this guy is just venture 
capitalist on an inner-journey to 
Discover-Your-True-Being-Ville. 
Lame. 
Em: A bunch of books, 
including an Emily the Strange and a 
Dummy's Guide of some sort. 
Also, one acquisition of the 
best kind. Emily comes home with 
brand new air popcorn popper. 
Bring on school-break movie-thon! 
All is right in world again. Emily 
again confirms her spot as Best 
Friend/Soul Roommate on planet 
and in galaxy. 
Thursday 
Me: Living the Good Life, by 
David Patchell-Evans. Free from 
fitness centre Mom did marketing 
for several years ago. Written 
by owner of said fitness centre. 
Borderline self-help I inspirational 
story. 100 per cent taking up too 
much space. 
Em: Be Honest, You're Not That 
Into Him Either, by Ian Kerner, PhD. 
I think the photo speaks for itself. 
Stay tuned. Who knows what 
we'll get rid of next week. 
THIS WEEK, BY THE 
NUMBERS 
Days in Purge-atory: 28 
Collective weekly target: 14 
Items collectively purged this 
week: 43 (ish) 
Items that didn't actually leave the 
apartment: 2 
Air poppers gained: 1 
Total items purged this week: 40 
Total items purged to date: 94 
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Tite better way to burn: time to take a 20-minute break 
By Stephanie Trembath 
This has to be the worst time of year; Christmas is rearing its red and green sparkly head 
all over town. with gingerbread 
lattes and snow on the mountains, 
but all I can think about is finishing 
off fall semester by studying for 
exams and writing essays. I've 
discovered (unfortunately) that 
by fourth year, you can no longer 
bullshit your way through term 
papers; your thesis has to be strong 
enough to carry 20 pages of a 
well-constructed argument. This 
type of commitment takes time 
my friends, and after spending 
an entire week hunched over my 
computer, I am proud to say that I 
successfully finished all of my term 
papers-7,500 words later-on 
a diet consisting of coffee, chips, 
bagels, and soya-sauce-soaked 
white rice. To balance my carb-
infused diet, I created the 20-minute 
time out. 
A few weeks ago, I read an 
article in the British Journal of 
Nutrition that outlined how the 
human brain can only stay focused 
for up to 40-minute intervals; any · 
time you spend beyond that is 
wasted unless you take· brief break. 
The time needed to decompress and 
relieve your mind to refocus is 20 
minutes. Therefore, in one hour you 
can successfully stay on track for 
40 minutes, with a 20-ininute break 
period. Researchers claim that it 
is more effective than working for 
hours on end without rest (in which 
10 
case you are wasting your energy 
and minimizing your efficiency). 
Much like exercise, your brain 
needs a boost and time to recover 
when you're studying hard. Taking 
short five to 10-minute breaks in 
long study sessions are insufficient 
to recharge your mind; you'll 
develop a pattern that leaves you 
unsettled, and your mind will want 
short breaks more frequently. 
So, it is better to develop a 
study routine that enables you to 
get the maximum amount of work 
done and use your time wisely. I 
over indulge in sweet-stuffs while 
I am studying (come on. who 
really eats cucumbers and carrots 
when they cram?), and enjoy a 
position in front of my laptop that 
is reminiscent of Gollum from 
Lord of the Rings. For these reasons, 
my 20-minute time out is spent 
rolling around my living room 
doing exercises that get the blood 
pumping back to my toes, and 
counter-balance the next round of 
Kit Kat bars. 
If you need a mental boost/ 
body break while you're studying 
this semester, give these exercises 
a try. It only takes 20 minutes 
of moderate exercise four times 
a week to decrease your risk of 
heart disease by 20 per cent, burn 
up to 400 calories, and increase 
your serotonin levels so that you 
are in a feel-good mood when 
you restart your 40-minute study 
cycle. When you're studying, your 
brain increases the production of 
cortisol, the stress hormone, which 
is released into your bloodstream. 
Cortisol releases energy from your 
fat and glucose stores, which will 
wear you out and make you tired 
faster. This means it is better to 
get up and get moving to decrease 
cortisol levels and elevate your 
heart rate! 
Clear a space in your room so 
that you can move around easily; 
use the first three minutes of your 
20-minute break to get in position 
or change, and the last three 
· minutes to cool down and get some 
water. That way you have a full14 
minutes to complete these power 
moves to get your mojo going: 
4 Point Jump. Standing with 
your feet together and knees bent, 
contract your abdominal muscles, 
and jump forward. Fully land with 
your heels on the ground, and then 
jump back to the place you started. 
Then jump backwards, and back to 
start; then left and back to start; and 
finally to the right and back to start. 
Make sure every time you land you 
bend your knees and allow your 
heel to hit the ground, almost like a 
squat, and right before you pause, 
hop back to the starting position. 
Repeat this four full times (or until 
you feel warm) with your hands on 
your hips or at your sides. 
Split Jumps. Keeping your 
core tight, hands on your hips, start 
in a lunge position with one foot 
forward and one foot behind you. 
Jump up and switch your feet into 
a lunge position with the opposite 
forward and behind you. Pause 
long enough in each lunge position 
so that your knees are bent and 
your abdominal muscles contract. 
To increase the intensity, place 
your hands on your shoulders, 
elbows out, or your hands in the air 
with your palms together over your 
head. Complete twenty lunges 
before you switch. 
Push ups. just like it sounds. 
Straight back, feet on the floor, amis 
under your shoulders. Do Ten fast 
push ups. 
Abs-to-toe Crunch. Laying flat 
on your back, extend your feet into 
the air, making sure your feet are 
flexed and you pelvis is rounded 
so that your spine is pressed into 
the ground. With your heels high, 
crunch forward and try to touch 
your toes with your fingertips. 
Repeat 20 times while keeping your 
legs high, your spine pressed, and 
your shoulders baak to support 
your neck. You want to activate 
your abs, so don't strain your neck 
and use the wrong muscle group! 
Repeat this sequence as many 
times as you can in the 14 minutes 
you have. Don't waste any time 
pausing or taking a water break; 
you can do that when you get back 
to the books. Once you get this 
short little workout in, your body 
will be slightly sweaty and your 
blood pumping and working harder 
to get oxygen to your brain so you 
have the will power and energy to 
stay up and study! 
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Life lessons, the Andrew W.K. way 
By Dylan Hackett, Staff Writer 
A ndrew W.K. He's the paragon of stoked. With his dirty white jeans 
and/ or dirty white shirt, he has 
been spreading the enlightening 
idiom of "Party Hard" for a 
solid decade. He's the owner 
of a popular nightclub in New 
York City (he loves New York 
City), a motivational speaker, a 
children's television show host 
(Cartoon Network's Destroy, 
Build, Destroy!) and above all, 
a touring musician lauded for 
his earnest, simple grand piano-
driven flavour of frat boy party 
metal. He is the alternative 
media's manic polymath, 
bringing the party to wherever 
he is. 
Andrew W.K. advocates 
partying like a doctor would 
advise eating an apple: he says 
to do it on the daily. After seeing 
him drop by the Rickshaw 
Theatre on his "Partying Back 
To The Grand Canadian West" 
mini-tour, I came to understand 
Andrew W.K.' s mantra of 
partying in a different way 
than I did when I first heard 
him sing "She Is Beautiful" on 
MuchMusic ten years ago (at 
which time, for me, partying 
was staying up all night playing 
Conker's Bad Fur Day, eating 
pizza, and drinking Vanilla 
Coke): he just wants you to have 
a good time in whatever way 
makes you feel the most alive. 
"Break out of your comfort 
zone. Being excited and inspired 
and passionate about something 
and following that passion is 
not about being comfortable, 
but it's so fulfilling and so 
undeniable that it's worth 
breaking out of those comfort 
moments. Just humiliate 
yourself. We have these ideas of 
who we are and what makes us 
who we are. What about going 
against those ideas? Then what 
happens?" Andrew W.K. told 
the University of Victoria's The 
Martlet. 
I agree with his advice. 
When we're in "the zone"-
living in the moment, focused 
on nothing but enjoying the 
space we're occupying and 
the people we're with-is 
when most of us are happiest. 
When Andrew W.K. advocates 
partying, he's not talking about 
tapping a keg and getting drunk 
in a rote procedure: he is saying 
enjoy life without being bound 
to your ego! Of course, nobody 
is saying you can't do this at a 
kegger too. Keg-stands can be 
good party fun. 
You don't have to see 
him live (and experience the 
sweatiest, best high-five ever, 
like I did) or listen to his albums 
to ride some party vibes. His 
Twitter feed is chock-full of 
party tips like, "Growing up 
isn't about getting serious or 
giving up what you do enjoy. 
Becoming an adult is about 
becoming a super-child." 
Some other good tips from 
the man's Twitter are "When 
you hug someone, mean it, and 
always look them in the eyes 
afterwards," and, "Rinse and 
gargle with Mountain Dew. 
Then spit it into a magazine 
and throw the whole mess into 
a bathtub!" and, "Whistle the 
theme song from The Price is 
Right" and most importantly, 
"Doing what you love is 
partying." He also gives away 
T-shirts (for you to party in) via 
Twitter. 
Take a page out of 
Andrew W.K.' s book of tips 
when you're lost in life. It's 
not self-help nonsense. It's 
not condescending Dr. Phil 
riff-raff for the bloated and 
sexless. When you're stressed, 
encumbered with work, 
or overwhelmed with life, 
remember that life is to be 
enjoyed. 
Partying is enjoyable. 
The math is simple. 
Party hard. 
Life &Style 
Oh, baby 
New study suggests misguided fertility awareness 
By Sharon Miki, Assistant Editor 
Whether or not you're actively practicing making babies, most 
of us assume that we could if we 
tried. But how accurate is that 
assumption? A new study of 
fertility awareness suggests that 
many women are ignorant to the 
facts of their ability to conceive. 
The majority of sexually-
active college-aged students are 
so focused on avoiding making 
babies-often putting off having 
children for financial or career 
reasons-that they might not 
So why are we so deluded? 
Reports point to the media as a 
major source of misinformation. 
When celebrities have (seemingly) 
easy, highly-publicized pregnancies 
in their 30s and 40s (think Mariah 
Carey (who had twins at age 41) 
or Nicole Kidman (who gave 
birth to a daughter at 41)), the 
average woman might view 
getting pregnant into middle-age 
as an easy feat. On the contrary, 
having kids while older often takes 
longer, requires fertility treatments, 
or is impossible because of the 
reduced fertility that comes with 
age. In fact, while magazines and 
" ..• by the age of 30, an average healthy woman has a 20 per cent 
chance of conceiving; by the age of 40, an average healthy woman 
has only a five per cent chance of conceiving:' 
realize the reality of their fertility. 
Still, the hard truth is that as 
women age, their fertility declines. 
While aging is a natural part 
of living, a problem arises when 
people misjudge how much time 
they have left to naturally make 
a baby. According to the study 
conducted by EMD Serono and the 
National Infertility Association, by 
the age of 30, an average healthy 
woman has a 20 per cent chance 
of conceiving; by the age of 40, an 
average healthy woman has only a 
five per cent chance of conceiving. 
However, many of the women 
(aged 25 to 35) surveyed incorrectly 
believed that a 30-year-old woman 
would have a 70 per cent chance of 
conceiving and that a 40-year-old 
woman would have a 60 per cent 
chance. 
Hollywood reports focus on the 
bouncing babies of the stars, they 
often de-emphasize the lengths 
and costs older moms sometimes 
have to go through because of their 
age (Kidman, for example, had her 
second biological child at age 43 via 
gestational carrier). 
Although having a child is not 
necessarily something that fits into 
your life plan in your teens or 20s, 
it's important that women have 
an accurate understanding of their 
fertility. Even if you decide to put 
off having babies until you're older, 
you should still have the facts so 
you can make a well-rounded 
decision. It's possible to wait too 
long to conceive without assistance 
or to conceive at all-if giving birth 
is something you want in your 
lifetime, fertility awareness should 
be a topic of inquiry. 
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By Jacey Gibb 
I 've probably watched the Magic Bullet infomercial more times than I've been to church. It has 
everything necessary to make it a 
Jacey Gibb favourite: terrible puns, 
bad acting, and plenty of food 
close-ups. But no matter how many 
times the infomercial and I share a 
late night You Tube rendezvous, I 
always find myself asking the same 
question: is the Magic Bullet really 
the countertop magician it claims 
to be? 
After all, just how good can 
chicken salad be if it was made 
in a blender-regardless of how 
few seconds it takes to make? 
I've tackled several different "As 
Seen on TV" products in the past 
and almost every time, I found 
them to be disappointing messes. 
Unfortunately my curiosity 
bested me once again (I'll get you 
someday, curiosity!) and I wound 
up dropping half of my semester's 
budget on what is now The Other 
Press' first kitchen appliance-not 
counting the prehistoric microwave 
in the corner that I primarily use 
for storage. But once I found myself 
finally holding the Magic Bullet, I 
realized that I would need to see it 
in action. So I rounded up a posse 
of brave, naive souls who were 
willing to be subjected to cuisine 
only the finest blender could 
produce. Some of the recipes turned 
out terrible, while others were also 
terrible. 
Seven-Second Salsa 
We thought we'd start things off 
with something simple, so we 
decided to try out the Seven-Second 
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Salsa. I'd never had salsa that didn't 
come in a can before, so part of me 
was pumped for some homemade 
heaven. After we had prepped and 
tossed all of the ingredients into the 
blender, I stressed how important 
the seven-second rule was to me. 
However, after seven seconds of 
the infamous "pulse method," the 
ingredients were for the most part 
still in tact. Bummer. We ended 
up blending the mixture for about 
60 seconds in order to get rid of 
the large chunks of tomatoes and 
onions, but by the time we got rid 
of them, the salsa was a pureed 
gloop. So it took more than seven 
seconds and also looked like baby 
vomit. Not a stellar start to the 
evening. 
"It's eatable." 
"The texture's terrible!" 
"Kind of tastes like something I threw 
up and we then decided to serve on a 
plate with Tostitos. " 
"If it didn't look like vomit, it would 
be passable. But it looks like vomit. So 
no." 
Piii.a Colada 
You can make pifia coladas 
in a blender? Now I>ve heard 
everything! I>m not big on blended 
beverages, so this was the first time 
I>d ever make pifia coladas. The 
recipe book couldn>t have been 
vaguer, calling simply for "a good 
splash" of both coconut cream and 
pineapple juice. We experimented 
with our own interpretations of 
what "a good splash" meant, but 
everyone>s pifia coladas ended up 
tasting watery. At least this recipe 
ended with me getting drunk, 
unlike with the stupid salsa. 
"I taste ice. And rum. With a hint of 
coconut." 
"I suppose if I was stranded on a desert 
island with Jack Black and had nothing 
else to numb the pain, I could see 
myself drinking this." 
"If I'd ever had a real piiia colada, then 
I probably wouldn't like this. But I 
haven't. So I do." 
Hallelujah Hummus 
People are always telling me about 
how easy it is to make hummus at 
home, but a combination of laziness 
and not owning a food processor 
has always stood in the way of 
me enjoying such a delicacy. Who 
knew that the solution to both 
problems resided inside a Magic 
Bullet box? The associate in charge 
of the hummus breezed through 
the creation process and we were 
presented with a bowl full of what 
looked to be a promising product. 
But it was all a facade! He had 
substituted sesame oil for tahini 
or sesame paste. The result was 
something that looked like hummus, 
but was overwhelmingly bland. 
"So gross. Turns out tahini is a key 
ingredient." 
"So is texture." 
"I can't taste anything except for a 
burning aftertaste from the garlic." 
"Sesame oil isn't the same as sesame 
paste. Surprise!" 
"It's the least offensive thing we've had 
so far. " 
Chocolate Mousse 
The simpler a recipe is, the more 
I tend to get along with it. But 
when the only two ingredients 
are chocolate sauce and whipping 
cream, I'm a bit suspicious. 
Undoubtedly the simplest dish we 
made (measure, pour; measure, 
pour), the mousse was the first 
thing to taste decent. It might not 
have been blended for long enough 
though, since it tasted a lot heavier 
than a mousse usually is. The recipe 
also calls for far too much chocolate, 
evidenced by the fact that we threw 
over half of it away. 
"The fact that I'm basically just eating 
cream and Nesquik is a huge turnoff 
Doesn't matter how good it tastes" 
"I would've preferred for the chocolate 
sauce and whipped cream to just go on 
a sundae instead." 
• www.theotberpress.ca 
Speedy Guacamole 
I'm not a guacamole kind of guy, so 
it's difficult for me to say how this 
dish turned out. It was constructed 
in the same way the salsa was, but 
blended much easier and within 
the time frame stated in the book 
(bonus points!). It looked and 
smelled like guacamole, but even 
I could tell something was off. 
There was a stinging in my mouth 
similar to what happened when I 
ingested the garlic-heavy hummus. 
It probably needed more beer, but 
that's just my opinion. 
"Looks as unappealing as everything 
else we've made so far. But that's how 
it's supposed to look. So it's okay!" 
"It has the consistency of baby food 
that adults don't want to eat, but babies 
can't yet." 
"Texture bad. Taste good. So it's magic. 
Bullet." 
Millisecond Muffins 
Of all the things the Magic Bullet 
claims to make, I was most skeptical 
of the Millisecond Muffins. I'm 
not the baron of baking here, but 
I've made muffins before and not 
once did I whip out my blender. 
We chose to add some frozen 
strawberries to the batter and as 
they baked in the oven, the smell 
of pancakes filled my apartment. 
They actually turned out to be the 
highlight of the evening, which 
was surprising because, well, 
they' re muffins that were made in 
a freakin' blender! They were really 
light and fluffy too-there I go with 
the pancake comparisons again! 
"It tastes like strawberry pancakes." 
"Isn't it supposed to be a muffin 
though?" 
"Pretty swell!" 
Nanosecond Nachos 
We decided to save the simplest and 
safest recipe for last: Nanosecond 
Nachos. One of my associates 
insisted that there was no possible 
way they wouldn't turn out great-
after all, it's something drenched 
in melted cheese we're talking 
about here! Instructions called for 
a cup of cheese and quarter of a 
jalapeno to be blended together 
and then placed in a microwave for 
60 seconds. Once the contents had 
morphed into a monstrous goo, 
we poured said concoction over 
a plate of poor tortilla chips that 
just happened to be in the wrong 
apartment at the wrong time. The 
cheese solidified almost instantly, 
rejecting a union with the chips 
and, as a result, simply slid off 
when you picked one up. So much 
for the melted cheese fail-safe. 
"''m not going to eat something that 
was microwaved in plastic. " 
"Sooo oily. " 
"My mouth feels like how one of those 
penguins feels when there's an oil 
spill." 
So what did we learn from this 
little experiment? Nothing really, 
except that when a product screams 
that it's too good to be true, it 
probably is. Label yourself the 
miracle kitchen appliance all you 
want Magic Bullet, but, like I told 
my religious best friend in high 
school: I don't believe in miracles. 
However, considering all of the 
Showcase crap I've been exposed 
to in my time, the Magic Bullet 
doesn't necessarily come out at the 
bottom. Sure, it lacks the industrial 
strength it demonstrates on 1V (and 
it even makes a subpar blender due 
to its size restrictions) but it didn't 
blow up when I tried to use it, so 
I'm counting that as a plus. Am I 
crossing my fingers to find a Magic 
Bullet lurking under the Christmas 
tree this year? Not necessarily. But 
it's better than a piece of coal. 
Since we can't afford Zooey 
Deschanel-signed memorabilia for 
everyone on our lists, the Showcase 
store is a prime place to pick up swag 
at a decent price. In order to help you 
sift through the minefield that is "As 
Seen on TV" products, I've compiled 
a cheat sheet of items that I've rated 
in the past. "Oh mah gawd, thanks 
Jacey!" You're welcome! 
HD glasses: F- Useful for next year's 
Cyclops costume, and nothing else. 
Chia pet: C- Like the first time you 
decided to grow out your facial hair, it 
was uneven and looked terrible. 
Neckline slimmer: F- This would be 
an offensive gift even it it did work! 
Snuggie: A- Fashion nightmare meets 
comfort dream come true. 
Happy hamster (exercise wheel 
edition): C-An adorable, low-
maintenance pet that's nosier than the 
real thing. 
Emery cat board: D- The only useful 
part was the toy that came with it. 
Feature 
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Off campus cuisine: Le Saigonnais 
Vietnamese cuisine served with style 
By Bryce Tarling 
Does cafeteria food fail to cater to your 
taste buds? Not digging the Dougout? 
Then grab your finest bib and try to 
avoid drooling on the person next 
to you, because we're here to offer 
salvation for you students looking to 
humblt; your hunger, without having to 
wear your shoes out getting there. 
Proper Vietnamese food has finally come to downtown New Westminster-and 
Le'Saigonnais has brought it 
with style! As a resident of the 
neighbourhood, I've been waiting 
with bated breath for the first influx 
of this cheap and delicious cuisine. 
Le Saigonnais isn't your 
typical dive that you see lining the 
Kingsway corridors. Instead, the 
owners have clearly dressed this 
place up. The restaurant features 
its own bar, leather booths, and 
a modern, low light, Zen type 
aesthetic-almost more suited to a 
swanky Japanese place on Robson. 
The space could still do with some 
new carpet, but it's still one of the 
fancier Vietnamese restaurants 
around. 
Aside from shiny splendour 
however, I usually measure the 
quality of a Vietnamese restaurant 
based on three key dishes: pho, 
lemongrass chicken (or pork), and 
spring rolls. 
The real make-or-break dish 
for a Vietnamese restaurant is 
the noodle soup, which is called 
pho. For those unfamiliar, the 
dish consists of a seasoned beef 
broth with rice noodles. Most of 
the Vietnamese restaurants in 
Vancouver offer a House Special 
Pho, where you get a noodle soup 
topped with well-done flank, sliced 
rare beef, soft tendon, tripe, and 
beef balls. If any of these don't yet 
appeal to you, don't worry-you 
can pick and choose from other 
various combinations. It also comes 
with fresh bean sprouts, basil, 
lemon, ~d jalapeno peppers-all 
of which I throw directly into the 
broth. And make sure to top it off 
with some hoisin and hot sriracha 
sauce. 
Le Saigonnais serves great 
pho-as it has pleasantly large . 
servings, has lots of flavour, and 
isn't too fatty. At $7, it's slightly 
more expensive than what 
Vancouverites might be used to, but 
I'm willing to cough up the extra 
nickels for stuff this good. 
Over time, I've learned that 
for many, the slippery noodles of 
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pho can be tricky to eat. For those 
friends who have yet to reach a 
certain proficiency with chopsticks, 
I often recommend the lemongrass 
chicken on rice. There are several · 
takes on this dish depending on 
where you go-and the meat can 
often end u.p fatty, or contain some 
unwieldy bones. Le Saigonnais, 
however, really comes through with 
this one. Aside from the delightful 
presentation, they provided a nice 
cut of chicken, garnished with 
a fresh and vibrant lemongrass 
seasoning. Well worth the $8. 
What didn't quite impress me 
were the salad rolls. Filled with 
lettuce, vermicelli, bean sprouts, 
basil, pork ham, and prawns, the 
dish also comes with a peanut 
sauce and is usually one of my 
favourites. The ric~ paper that it 
came wrapped in was a bit stiff 
though. I'm not sure if they were 
premade and sat around for a 
while, or if maybe they just weren't 
soaked for long enough. At $6, the 
price might be a bit steep, but they 
were a good size, and if they get 
their rice paper right, it should be 
worth another try. 
Overall, Le Saigonnais has a 
new upscale look that goes beyond 
your typical Vietnamese restaurant. 
The pho doesn't disappoint, and 
fans of lemongrass chicken will 
appreciate their fresh take on the 
dish. You might have to bring a 
bit of extra pocket change, but 
in an area that's been starved of 
Vietnamese for so long, it's worth 
it. I'll definitely be back to try the 
spicy noodle soup-and when I 
do, I'll probably give the salad rolls 
another go. Been to Le Saigonn~s? 
Let me know what you think 
®BryceTarling! 
Le Saigonnais is located at 634 
Columbia St. in New Westminster. 
Opinions.· 
Forget to leave room for dessert 
By Jacey Gibb, Opinions Editor 
H ave you ever found . yourself counting down the minutes left in class 
when BAM! You're suddenly struck 
with a sweet tooth only strawberry 
shortcake can satisfy? How about 
those pesky midnight orange creme 
pop cravings? Luckily, it seems like 
Wrigley has been using their mind-
reading machine again because 
their latest innovation has managed 
to answer all of these fictional 
situations: the new Dessert Delights 
line. 
Now, the idea of a dessert 
chewing gum either has you 
face.palming or fist pumping. I'll 
admit that I was almost accepting 
at one point, internally arguing 
that most of the new flavours 
technically already have pre-
existing counterparts: (apple) 
it was even unwrapped, because 
unless your name is Albert, no one 
wants to chew on a piece of pie for 
an extended period of time. The 
sweetness gets old fast and before 
I knew it, I was practicing my oral 
accuracy with a garbage can nearby. 
The final victim in my 
analytical onslaught is the Orange 
Creme Pop variation. I'm not sure 
"Though 1 rarely chew gum, I miss when it was primarily for 
sprucing up your tuna salad breath and not something meant to 
trick your body into thinking you're indulging yourself." 
pie, (orange) creme pop. But then 
I remembered something: it's 
dessert flavoured gum people! In 
a world where pizza is declared 
a vegetable and Nesquik gets to 
boast that its chocolate syrup is 
"iron enriched" because it has 10 
per cent of your daily intake, I fear 
we're on a slippery slope--if we 
aren't already tumbling down one. 
But before I was able to continue 
criticizing the stuff, I knew I had to 
try the new flavours out for myself. 
Unfortunately, the store I went to 
didn't have the Key Lime Pie or 
Mint Chocolate Chip kinds, but you 
can imagine how those turned out. 
First up on my chewing block 
was the Strawberry Shortcake. 
The strawberry flavouring is 
bold at first, with slight vanilla 
undertones. Smell wise, my friend 
commented that my breath smelled 
like a candle she would quickly get 
sick of-but we're not concerned 
with the wellbeing of others here. 
Within a few minutes, the shortcake 
flavour had subsided, in favour 
of a milder berry-esque one. Not 
an unenjoyable experience, but far 
from ideal. 
Continuing the trend of instant 
flavour explosions, the Apple Pie 
gum does a surprisingly good 
job in replicating the authentic 
cinnamon-infused taste that's 
typically only found in a crust. 
But the gum was doomed before 
why anything laced with a blatant 
vitamin C flavour is automatically 
dubbed as being "orange," but I 
guess that's just how the world 
works. The creme pop is likely 
the most passable for a normal 
gum flavour, but it's also the least 
impressionable. I think I'll wait 
until the summer and chow down 
on an actual creamsicle instead. 
After chowing through three 
pieces of gum, my mouth is an 
awful Frankenstein of dessert 
flavour remnants. I also feel 
gluttonous enough to hit up the 
gym for a second time today-
despite all of the flavours actually 
being sugar-free. Though I rarely 
chew gum, I miss when it was 
primarily for sprucing up your tuna 
salad breath and not something 
meant to trick your body into 
thinking you'r-e-indulging yourself. 
When I saw the Dessert Delight 
packages on the store shelf, I 
immediately thought back to 
the day of cappuccino gum. A 
flavour that rids you of your minty 
toothpaste breath and replaces it 
with one of fresh coffee? What a 
well thought out, properly executed 
idea! For Wrigley's next trick, 
might I suggest the Simply Sushi 
collection? 
Keep my dessert where it 
belongs: on a plate or in my 
stomach-not lingering in my 
mouth for 10 minutes. 
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Is British Columbia really the "Best Place on Earth?" 
A thoughtful blab on the current poverty issue 
By Tim Ryckman 
cently I came to the startling 
and somewhat intriguing 
alization that I was, 
according to the First Call BC Child 
and Youth Advocacy Coalition, 
indeed a child who grew up in 
poverty. This news had me both 
surprised and suspicious about 
the accuracy of the statistics I was 
reading, which ended with me 
digging into the issue a little deeper. 
According to the Coalition's 
research, BC has been floating 
ridiculously high above the national 
average of child poverty for well 
over a decade-with a startling 
high poverty rate of 24.6 per cent 
in 2003. Strangely enough the- high 
rates dropped down to just above 
the national average of 14 per cent 
during the recession of 2008-2009, 
but are once again on the rise-
startling news coming from the 
province claiming to be the "best 
place on earth." 
The BC office of the Canadian 
Centre for Policy Alternatives 
calculated that poverty costs British 
Columbia $8.1 billion to $9.2 billion 
every year, so all that money being 
spent must be doing some good, 
right? Get the poor people educated 
so they can go on to better jobs 
and support their children and all 
that jazz. Well, seeing that a large 
portion of people in the poverty 
bracket have a post-secondary 
certificate or degree of some kind, a 
lack of education might not be the 
problem here. 
Sick of the half-baked excuses when 
it comes to legalization 
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer 
There are no stoned-driving accidents. A stoner doesn't get really baked and decide 
to go rob the local corner store-
or maybe they do, but when it 
actually comes down to it they're 
just too lazy. I have not once heard 
about how some really stoned guy 
started a bar fight, or belligerently 
yelled at a cop at 2 a.m. on a Friday 
night. All stoners want to do is 
lie down, eat snacks, and laugh 
at cat videos on YouTube. So it 
overconsumption of alcohol can 
lead to liver disease. What makes 
these drugs special? What makes 
them exempt from the prohibition 
that holds pot in check? 
The proposed crime bill, 
that includes the legalization of 
marijuana among other things, 
would enforce stricter laws on 
non-legal pot uses. For example, 
the jail sentence for the production 
of marijuana would rise from 
seven to 14 years. These hardly 
seem like laws that support a 
crazy drug binge sweeping the 
"I would think a government facing a deficit would welcome 
a new product that they could hea~ily tax and regulate. Could 
marijuana be BC's key to a debt-free government?" 
came as no surprise to me when I 
heard that four former Vancouver 
mayors, as well as the current one, 
are supporting the legalization of 
marijuana. 
Nor was I surprised when 
our Prime Minister, Stephen 
Harper, had this to say on the 
matter: "That won't happen under 
our government, we're strongly 
opposed to the legalization of 
drugs. Obviously, we're very 
concerned about the spread of 
drugs in the country and the 
damage it is doing to our kids." 
I know countless people 
who just can't live without their 
morning cup of coffee. Or daily 
cigarette. Or after work drink. 
These are all drugs, in one way 
or another; they are all addictive 
and they are damaging to our 
health. Coffee can increase blood 
pressure 'and cholesterol. Everyone 
knows cigarettes cause cancer, and 
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nation. If anything, I would think a 
government facing a deficit would 
welcome a new product that they 
could heavily tax and regulate. 
Could marijuana be BC' s key to a 
debt-free government? 
As things stand now, with the 
current laws being a federal matter, 
the legalization of marijuana will 
probably not be happening any 
time soon. But, with mayors, both 
former and current, speaking up 
about the issue, all hope is not lost. 
At le-ast that's what I tell myself 
when my dealer is over 20 minutes 
late and it's pouring outside. Better 
times are on the horizon. 
According to the University 
of British Columbia's Jennifer 
Jihye Chun and Amanda Cheong, 
a high majority of those affected 
by poverty are recent immigrant 
families living in larger cities such 
as Vancouver. Most of these people 
have a post-secondary education 
but face the need for "survival 
employment" due to policies that 
don't allow them to practice in their 
field. This means there are doctors, 
dentists, and lawyers bagging your 
groceries and pumping your gas, 
merely trying to survive. 
The issues are there and when 
it comes to poverty, BC seems to 
be at the top of the list. Maybe 
it makes sense, seeing how it's 
one of the only three provinces in 
Canada without any form of an 
antipoverty plan. Sure we have 
some nice, beautiful scenery, we 
like to ride our bikes, keep the air 
clean and our mentality green, but 
we welcome immigrants with open 
arms only to let them and their 
children live in poverty, thanks 
mostly to policies and restrictions 
that make their education almost 
useless. Not to mention the citizens 
already in the country who, because 
of circumstances, find themselves 
merely trying to survive. I think 
if we want to keep the status of 
"the best place on earth," then it's 
time to step up the game and stop 
shoving the poverty issue under the 
rug. 
Procrastination a viable option 
Just embrace it, you know you want to! 
By Tyler McColl 
This is my first semester at Douglas and, after taking a year off from school, I had 
one goal starting post-secondary: 
stop procrastinating. I was 
notorious for it in high school and 
I figured the only way to make it in 
higher education was to put an end 
to putting off school work. 
I started out pretty well, doing 
all of my readings and every little 
bit of homework assigned. But it 
wasn't long before I began to slip 
up. I recently procrastinated about 
as bad as you possibly can without 
completely failing. This past 
Monday I had an assignment due, 
so there I was on Sunday night just 
cracking open the criteria PDF. After 
about 10 cups of water and an entire 
bag of jalapeno chips-and zero 
hours of sleep, of course-! had 
my completed project. But I had 
something else as well: an epiphany. 
Maybe there's a reason for my 
chronic procrastination? A method 
behind the madness? 
Thinking back, I've always 
done pretty well in school. But 
the only thing that ever seems to 
motivate me are the deadlines. I've 
been a procrastinator for as long as 
I can remember, but really all that 
matters is that the assignment's 
done on time and it's of a decent 
quality right? It's worked for me so 
far, so why stop a winning formula? 
My psycbology course has 
taught me a few things about 
procrastination as well. The first, 
and this is definitely the case for 
me, is that people generally work 
better under stress. Some can't 
handle it, true, but I believe people 
primarily thrive under that quickly 
approaching deadline. Secondly, 
by putting an assignment off and 
doing something absent-minded 
like taking a shower instead , you 
give your mind time to wander. 
It just might wander onto an 
awesome thesis statement or a new 
project idea-both situations have 
happened to me. 
I'll admit that it's not for 
everyone. There's a lot of stress 
associated with procrastination, 
and some people just can't handle 
it. I know others too who can't pull 
all-nigMers for the life of them. 
Everyone has to know their limits, 
and if you're one of those people, 
then maybe the procrastination 
option isn't for you. 
If you know you can swing it 
though, then live life for the present! 
Watch some TY, go out shopping, 
do whatever it is you love to do, 
because when the time comes, you 
know you can pull off that six-hour 
essay or that overnight presentation 
no problem. Sure it's frowned upon, 
but I'll be there cheering you on ... or 
maybe I'll get around to it later. 
• www.theotherpress.ca 
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Secret Santa the not-so-secret key to 
holiday success 
By Joel MacKenzie 
A re you and a group exchanging gifts this year? Go for the personal 
approach. Secret Santa is the classic 
Christmas gift game that no party 
should (Yankee) swap. 
Secret Santa is the original 
gift-trading game in which each 
member of a group gets randomly 
assigned another member to buy a 
gift for by a specific date. There's 
no swapping or stealing of gifts, 
which ensures that each gift buyer 
for that matter) as soon as its 
wrapping is, and that it won't be 
a random, applicable-to-anyone 
(but impressing-no-one) gift (I'm 
thinking snowman oven-mitts). 
Finding a great gift tailored 
specifically to a friend can 
strengthen a friendship. Take this 
opportunity to prove to friends 
exactly how much you know them. 
Give them something they've been 
talking (or hinting) about for ages. 
Give something related to an inside 
joke, or create an inside joke! Show 
your personality while appreciating 
"Is this the trend our society is following, being generic, grey, 
and PC? I certainly hope not. Choosing Secret Santa is choosing 
personality." 
can tailor their gifts specific to 
whoever they got. This ensures a 
more personal, merrier experience 
than the game's evil cousin, 
Unhappy Christmas (known as 
Yankee Swap or White Elephant to 
some). 
Why has the Secret Santa 
tradition faded so much in recent 
years? I can't remember the 
last Christmas gift exchange I 
participated in that didn't follow 
the Yankee Swap rules. I also (not 
surprisingly) can't remember any 
of the gifts I received. Yankee Swap 
takes all the personality out of gift 
exchanging: the gifts have to be 
generic, so as not to offend anyone. 
Is this the trend our society is 
following, being generic, grey, and 
PC? I certainly hope not. Choosing 
Secret Santa is choosing personality. 
Having a gift specifically 
bought for you creates a much 
higher chance that you will 
enjoy and actually use the gift. 
There's a better chance that it 
won't be thrown away (or reused, 
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theirs. 
Of course, finding a perfect gift 
isn't easy, especially if you don't 
know the person you're buying 
for all that well. But this is where 
sneakiness of off-hand, gift-related 
questions, garbage snooping, and 
friend-spies come into play. This is 
an awesome opportunity to learn 
about someone new, impress the 
hell out of them, and make a new 
friend. 
Of course, there may be 
that one bad gift-buyer in your 
group who still opts for the 
generic"gift. Secret Santa can help 
single this person out, creating a 
great opportunity for a friendly 
intervention, or helping you decide 
who not to invite next year! 
This year, let's have Secret 
Santa. Let's put away our 
cell phones, pull out our ear buds, 
put down that Word of the Day 
calendar, and start listening to 
others: we might be surprised 
to find that what many want for 
Christmas is just that. 
Opinions 
Let's Yankee·Swap until we .drop 
By J~cey Gibb, Opinions Editor 
White Elephant. Dirty Santa. Like Flip Cup, a sure way to tell if 
something's quality is if they're 
more names for it than there are 
rules. But an absurd quantity of 
different titles isn't the only thing 
Yankee Swap has going for it. 
Every year the scent of 
gingerbread lattes funnels its way 
into my bloodstream and I get so 
excited for the holidays that I get 
a little carried away with my gift 
exchanges. By that, I mean I get 
involved with more of them than 
for your Secret Santa and then have 
the person who got you bail at the 
last minute. 
The actual exchanging of 
gifts is also a billion times better 
when you invite Yankee Swap to 
the Christmas party. Of course 
"getting presents is a phenomenal 
"Of course getting presents is a phenomenal experience on its 
own, but turning the process into a vicious game of backstabbing 
and heartbreak makes it all the merrier." 
my bank account likes to admit. 
Of the five different ones I'm a 
part of this year, some of them are 
traditional "throw all of our names 
in a hat and draw over and over 
again until no one gets themselves" 
while others are the more practical 
and simple "buy something for 
under X dollars and you get what 
' you get." I'm one of those people 
who are doomed to always get a 
friend's significant other, who I just 
happen to know absolutely nothing 
about. I know that they're dating 
my friend, but that's about it. Not 
much to go on, and since I refuse to 
be a gift card kind of guy, it makes 
things substantially more difficult 
to find something both personal 
and fun-all while watching that 
$15 price limit. 
Yankee Swaps are also a 
lot easier to organize than their 
secretive alternative. You set a time 
and place and whoever brings a 
gift, gets a gift. It's never happened 
to yours truly, but I can't imagine 
what it would feel like to buy a gift 
experience on its own, but turning 
the process into a vicious game 
of backstabbing and heartbreak 
makes it all the merrier .. There's 
also a random factor thrown in 
there, meaning you could end up 
with something not-you, but still 
completely rad! 
I've noticed the number of 
Secret Santas in my life decreasing 
over the years, while the amount 
of Yankee Swaps is going up. It's 
the impersonal way of the future. 
Plus, I can buy something awful, 
toss it into the pile with all of the 
other gifts and not have to worry 
about anyone actually Uking it. 
I recently bought a hand drawn 
portrait of a girl from Value Village 
for one of my Yankee Swaps. It 
was the perfect price at $14.99 and 
teeters between being a decent 
drawing ang a C + final art project. 
Do I know the girl in the picture? 
No. Do I know who drew it? Nope. 
Will whoever ends up with it at 
the end of. the night like it? Not my 
problem. Yankee Swap! 
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A look ahead to the off-season: 
BCLions 
By David Hollinshead 
W ith another CFL season in the record books, and the BC Lions wearing 
this year's crown, it's never too 
early to look ahead to the looming 
off-season. One week after the 
official end of the season, the wheels 
have already begun to turn. Many 
teams have question marks when it 
comes to coaches, other teams have 
several players looking to hit the 
free agency, and others just need 
to continue to reap what they've 
sown. In any case, each team has 
something to attend to for the next 
six months. 
After winning their sixth Grey 
Cup at home and in style, the Lions 
enter this off-season with one of the 
worst situatioDS of all the teams: 
even half of the team's unrestricted 
free agents. Special teamer Jamall 
Lee is the team's only free agent that 
didn't contribute a significant role 
this season, though he also doubles 
as a fullback. Wide receiver I slotback 
Paris Jackson has finished the last 
year of a contract that saw him have 
two consecutive 1,000-yard seasons 
and a 962-yard season the year 
before. Jackson saw his playing time 
diminish last season due to a knee 
injury, and saw very little playing 
time until the end of this year-
where he only had seven catches 
for 117 yards. Jackson will probably 
be let go with the emergence of 
receivers like Shawn Gore, Akeem 
Foster, Kierrie Johnson, Marco 
Iannuzzi, and the acquisition of 
Arland Bruce. 
If they still feel uneasy about 
"The CFL's all-time winningest coach hinted at the beginning of 
the year that this could be his last as the Leo's coach, but he would 
resume his duties as general manager:' 
they're waiting for a decision from 
head coach Wally Buono, who is 
contemplating retirement. The CFL' s 
all-time winningest coach hinted at 
the beginning of the year that this 
could be his last as the Leo's coach, 
but he would resume his duties as 
general manager. These statements 
cause many to speculate if defensive 
coordinator Mike Benevides could 
be the next in line to take the head 
position. Benevides coached one 
of the best defensive units in the 
league in years, amounting to seven 
Western All-Stars. 
Another speculated replacement 
for Buono is Dave Dickenson, the 
offensive coordinator for the Calgary 
Stampeders. Dickenson was an all-
star quarterback for the Lions, and 
was recognized as one of the best in 
Lions history, leading them to their 
fifth Grey Cup victory. He stru:ted 
his CFL career in Calgary, where he 
won the league Most Outstanding 
Player in 2000, the year he lead them 
to a Grey Cup Victory. Dickenson 
still has close ties to BC and it 
wouldn't be out of the question to 
bring him on to coach the Leos and 
give quarterback Travis Lulay a new 
mentor to groom him into an even 
greater superstar than he already 
has become. 
As the team's GM, Buono has 
llil!llililllllil his hands full if he wishes to resign 
their receiver depth, Montreal's Eric 
Deslauriers could be a good pickup 
by Buono. Deslauriers can play on 
special teams as well as be slotted 
in either receiver position-Buono's 
favourite kind of player. Steady 
backup offensive lineman Andrew 
Jones is also ready to hit the market. 
Jones could most likely start in 
another place, but has been a backup 
behind a great unit. 
Long-time fan favourite and 
Simon Fraser University product 
centre Angus Reid finished the last 
year of his contract. Reid just came 
off a career year, being named a 
CFL All-Star. Reid is not a player 
that Buono would simply let go, 
but Reid has contemplated the 
idea of retiring, where he would 
be welcomed into a broadcasting 
field. Running back Jamal Robertson 
retired days after the championship 
game. Robertson was the team's 
starter before Andrew Harris took 
over and showed star potential. 
There are also running backs 
set to hit free agency that BC could 
consider. Edmonton has both Calvin 
McCarty and Hugh Charles set to hit 
the market. It's doubtful they would 
sign both with star Jerome Messam 
leading the way, so one might fall 
into BC's hands. They aren't every-
down backs like-Harris, but they can 
be solid contributors to the running 
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game and add another dimension. 
The defence is sure to take a huge 
hit if Buono can't keep these guys 
around. CFL All-Stars Aaron Hunt 
and Khalif Mitchell have been 
discussed as the best defensive 
tackle tandem in the league, and 
both are without a- contract. Eric 
Taylor, who was acquired last 
off-season from Toronto, has the 
skill-set to start, so one of these two 
might be deemed expendable. 
Linebacker Anton McKenzie 
is also out of a deal. Since coming 
here from Montreal, McKenzie has 
been a solid starting linebacker and 
pulled a huge game in the team's 
Grey Cup victory, intercepting 
Wmnipeg quarterback Buck Pierce 
on an athletic play in the first 
quarter. McKenzie might also be 
let go, as backup James Yurichuk 
has shown he has the talent to play 
in this league after replacing an 
injured Solomon Elimimian. There's 
also the option to sign McKenzie 
and trade Yurichuk, who's dripping 
in trade value. 
Toronto had one of the worst 
defences and is set to lose two 
starting linebackers; a trade with 
them could be made. Both of the 
team's cornerbacks are also ~t to 
become free agents. Dante Marsh 
and Ryan Phillips, two of the team's 
longest tenured players, could be 
let go after they both had great 
years. Marsh is currently in Atlanta 
working out for the Falcons, and 
there were whisperings of Phillips 
being released earlier in the year. 
He since hushed those rumours 
after his play stepped .up, but in 
a financially weak league, there 
may not be room for both in BC 
next year. Cornerback is also 
not a position of depth for the 
Lions-if either player had gone 
down during the year, there was 
no solution other than to bring in 
Davis Sanchez, a longtime corner 
who was placed on the injury list 
due to his lack of contribution 
on the field. Also, kicker Paul 
McCallum (who set multiple 
records this year), is out of a 
contract. There is little doubt in 
anyone's mind though that he will 
be back next year. 
The CFL has also approved 
another franchise for Ottawa, with 
the expansion draft scheduled for 
December 13. With so many stars 
and potential stars in BC, players 
that are drafted by Ottawa might 
lower the team's payroll, allowing 
Buono to sign players that he 
protected, due to the drafts rules. 
Several of these players are part of 
the core that led the Lion's to their 
sixth Grey Cup win .... Buono has 
his work cut out for him. 
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David Booth; a big disappointment 
20 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
A ll of Vancouver was buzzing upon the arrival of left wing, David Booth 
from the Florida Panthers just 
over a month ago. This particular 
forward was acquired to give 
ajolt to the Canucks offence-
which was in desperate need 
of a change at pace-and be a 
viable top-six forward alongside 
Ryan Kesler and Chris Higgins 
on the second line. Booth had 
previously scored 31 goals in his 
career back in the 2008-09 season, 
which brought up the question of 
whether he could do it again on a 
team that wasn't as terrible as the 
Florida Panthers. 
Well, since his first game as a 
Canuck on October 25, Booth has 
scored just four goals and five 
assists in 17 games and is a -3. 
Not exactly quality numbers for 
a guy who should be producing 
on a consistent basis. The forward 
often looks like he doesn't belong, 
playing more of a north-south 
style of game while the Canucks 
favour the tic-tac-toe strategy in 
the offensive zone. Booth was 
brought in to make a difference-
and instead of playing like a top-
six forward, he is loo_king more 
like a checking-line third liner ... 
How on earth did this guy score 
31 goals? 
Now the Canucks have limited 
options of how they could deal 
with this situation. First off, they 
Their second option is to give up 
on the left winger-marking him 
as one of the biggest letdowns in 
Canucks franchise history ... next 
to Mats Sundin-and trade him 
for a draft pick or another player. 
This seems to be a very unlikely 
case, but nonetheless could very 
well happen. Just look at Marco 
Sturm, whom the Canucks 
acquired in the off-season last 
summer: he came in and played 
•His 10 points in a total of 23 games may be good for a fourth-line 
winger but definitely not for a second-line forward:' 
can wait it out-which is the 
most probable decision-and see 
if Booth actually finds that game 
of his where he scored 31 goals 
several seasons ago. However, 
something tells me that won't 
be the case this year, unless for 
Christmas he gets some sort of 
magic candy cane from Santa 
Claus that will enhance his 
performance x100. 
six games before the Canucks 
organization gave him the boot 
and traded him-along with 
Mikael Samuelsson-to Florida 
for the man of the hour, David 
Booth. Six games. That's all it took 
to get rid of Sturm, who much like 
Booth, struggled to find his game 
and was shipped off before he had 
much of a chance. 
The third option is to wait until 
the NHL trade deadline in late 
February and try and make a 
deal for a better option on the 
second line. Hopefully by then 
Booth might be able to put up 
some stronger numbers so that 
he'll have more of a stock to work 
around and trade with for other 
players. If not, well then his $4.25 
million cap-hit is a bit of a hefty 
price tag for an underachieving 
winger-which isn't exactly 
what other teams are looking for, 
especially when preparing for the 
playoffs in the spring. 
As of right now, with just a 
quarter of the way into the regular 
season, it is evident that number 
seven is a disappointment. His 10 
points in a total of 23 games may 
be good for a fourth-line winger 
but definitely not for a second-line 
forward. Luckily, since the Booth 
trade in late October, the Canucks 
have been able to find ways to 
score as a collective ... otherwise 
this guy would have been long 
gone-just like Marco Sturm. 
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Luck-ing out: 
Is there a light at the end of the Colts' season? 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
With the Indianapolis Colts throwing all they have at the "Suck for Luck" 
campaign. one has to wonder, "Is 
he really worth it?" When the Colts 
come up to that podium come 
draft time, and announce that they 
are taking Andrew Luck out of 
Stanford, are they really making the 
best choice? Why is he such a sure-
fire first overall pick? 
possible shot at the national title . 
game. The guy doesn' t just put up 
numbers, he wins. 
Luck is everything scouts look 
for. He's prototypical NFL size at 
6-foot-4 and 235 pounds, has a nice 
throwing motion, has good pocket 
presence, has the ability to scramble 
if necessary, and oh yeah, did I say 
it yet? He wins. 
Andrew Luck was already 
supposed to go first overall in the 
2011 NFL Draft (last year's draft), 
While it is true that there is no 
certainty of success, even with the 
first overall pick. I'm confident that 
Luck will succeed. Yes, for every 
Peyton Manning or Michael Vick 
there is a David Carr or JaMarcus 
Russell, but if the Colts play it 
Taking a peek over Luck's 
resume, he looks to be solid. He is 
the current holder of the Stanford 
all-time career records for: most 
touchdown passes (80), most total 
offense (10,043 yards), highest 
passing efficiency rating (161.8), 
highest completion percentage 
(66.4 per cent), most yards per pass 
attempt (8.8), most rushing yards 
by a quarterback (960), most wins 
by a starting quarterback (31), 
"Every single scout in the NFL raves about Luck. and it's not hard 
to see why." 
and highest winning percentage 
by a starting quarterback (0.838). 
Not bad considering he's not even 
finished the season! Needless to 
say, he is also up for several awards 
this year, and is a top contender for 
the Heisman trophy. 
And if that slew of stats and 
records wasn't enough to sway 
you to Luck's side, then please take 
note of how he has taken Stanford, 
Stanford, to an 11-1 season, and a 
but he chose to stay at school for 
one more year. There's another tick 
next to his name; this QB doesn't 
just have smarts on the field, he has 
them off it too. Backing up that last 
statement, he was co-valedictorian, 
and last I checked, valedictorians 
have to get decent grades as well 
as be socially apt. Every single 
scout in the NFL raves about Luck. 
and it's not hard to see why. There 
are no blemishes on his record. 
There are no drinking binges, no 
sex scandals, not even one of those 
ticky-tacky NCAA violations. 
Spotless. Luck is flawless both on, 
and off, the field. 
A sport you've never heard of: ice golf 
Strange breed of golf has been around for centuries 
By Sean Evans- The Cascade 
(University of the Fraser Valley) 
ABBOTSFORD (CUP)- Let me 
answer your first question: they use 
coloured balls to avoid losing them 
in the snow. 
Your second question: the 
"green" is referred to as the 
"white." 
Ice golf has been around for 
centuries. It was first played, as 
far as we know, back in the 17th 
century in Holland. Originally 
called "kolven", the game was · 
played on frozen canals and players 
used clubs to get a ball into a hole 
in the ice-much like regular golf. 
The World Ice Golf 
Championship is played every year 
in Greenland, weather permitting. 
What is so unique about the 
modern version of the sport is 
that it is played on icebergs in the 
fjord ice. On the World Ice Golf 
Championship's website, they 
explain the process of how the 
course is made. 
"The real architect of the course 
every year is the ocean, which 
interacts with the weather and the 
formations of icebergs in January 
and February to create an external 
framework for the course," the 
website states. The course is played 
on during the winter months and 
"melts away in May." So, each year 
the course is completely unique. 
An obvious difficulty is the 
weather. Players are .cecommended 
to" use golf clubs with steel shafts, as 
they handle the cold weather well. 
The length of the course is reduced 
by about 25 per cent, as golf balls 
are "less elastic in the cold," the 
website states. 
Probably the biggest challenge 
that the weather presents is to the 
athletes, as temperatures can drop 
as low as -25C, but, the World Ice 
Golf Championship website states, 
"the cold feels less bitter than one 
might expect, due to the dry climate 
and the strong sunshine." A likely 
story. 
Floridian Ramon Bernhard, 
who had "never seen snow before," 
commented on his experience 
golfing in Greenland, on the World 
Ice Golf Championship website: 
right, there is no way he can fail. 
Andrew Luck should be able to 
take a season or two to learn from 
one of the game's best: Peyton 
Manning. There is no need to rush 
this prized prospect into action. 
In conclusion, is Luck worth it? 
Absolutely. He's a specimen at the 
position, and is only going to get 
better due to the situation he will 
likely be drafted into. Go ahead 
and draft this guy for your dynasty 
fantasy football league team 
because he is going to be a star one 
day. The Colts may be having a bad 
year, but with a little Luck. they'll 
be back. 
"I was fascinated by the icebergs 
and the snow." Indeed the snow 
and icebergs would surely be 
fascinating. But, one has to wonder 
why anyone would be so inclined to 
play golf on an iceberg in 25-below-
zero weather. 
American Tom Ferrell, gives 
some insight. "Ice golf is all about 
survival. It's about handling the 
elements." Again, one has to 
wonder why. Why not just take a 
hike? But hey, whatever floats your 
boat-er, iceberg. 
The official tournament is 
played in Uummannaq, Greenland, 
a mere 600 km north of the Arctic 
Circle. The tournament is a 36-
hole competition, and is usually 
decided by who can figure out 
how to not lose their balls the 
fastest. The last tournament, held 
in 2006, was won by an Australian, 
Jason Cunningham- an unusual 
victor, considering the lack of ice in 
Australia. 
The most unfortunate part 
of this story is the fact that ice 
golf's days could be numbered. 
Yes, global warming is having a 
Sports 
Royals Update 
End of the semester 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
Y ou know what time it is? ROYALS UPDATE TIME! Say what? Here's a look at how 
the Royals basketball teams did 
over this past weekend. 
The men's basketball team 
came out on top against the Quest 
Kermodes in a Friday night match 
which resulted in a 70-54 decision. 
However, the following night they 
weren't as successful, losing 81-73 
against the Capitano Blues. They are 
currently sixth in the standings with 
a 4-3 record through seven games 
with eight points and 542 points 
for and 531 points against. The next 
time they play won't be until the 
New Year on Saturday January 14 
against the CBC Bearcats. 
The women's basketball team 
lost against the Kermodes 69-51 
on Friday and then lost again on 
Saturday night against the Capitano 
Blues 79-57. They are seventh in 
the standings with a 0-7 record and 
zero points. They will also be taking 
a break for the Christmas holidays 
until the New Year. 
With that said, have a Merry 
Christmas and a happy New Year! 
negative effecJan the sport. The last 
tournament was played in 2006, as 
global warming and changes in the 
climate have caused the ice to be 
too thin to play on. 
So, if dying polar bears and 
the thought of the extinction of the 
human race were not enough to 
motivate you to carpool, let this 
be your warning; if you don't do 
your part and stop ruining the 
environment, ice golf may be no 
more. Consider yourself warneq. 
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Police issue Amber Alert for missing manchild 
Missing 36-year-old described as 'awkward,' 'total nOOb' 
By Liam Britten, Humour Editor 
Police have issued an Amber Alert this morning after the disappearance of an 
immature manchild, 36-year-
old Maple Ridge resident Gavin 
Henderson. 
Gavin was reported missing 
last night by his mother, whom he 
lives with. Dianne Henderson told 
burns, it could be anything. There's 
no denying that with his nervous I' 
personality, poor motor skills and . 
chubby, weak little body, Gavin 
would be an attractive target for a 
group of cool12-to-15-year-olds." 
Police are asking for the 
public's help in locating Gavin, 
and have released posters with 
the man's likeness and description 
at area comic book shops, anime 
"He doesn't even have his lucky Pikachu sweater with him; he 
only brought his regular Pikachu sweater." 
reporters that Gavin had gone out 
to a comic shop to enter a Pokemon 
card tournament, and didn't return 
by his curfew of 9 p.m. 
"I just know Gavin didn't go 
off on his own," Mrs. Henderson 
told The Other Press. "Toys 'R' Us 
was closed, so I know he didn't go 
out to buy new Lego. It was too 
dark for him to go play with his 
new swords. Where could he be? 
He doesn't even have his lucky 
Pikachu sweater with him; he 
only brought his regular Pikachu 
sweater." 
Mrs. Henderson reported her 
adult son missing after he didn't 
return home for work. Gavin is 
a self-employed fantasy writer 
currently working on a self-
published novel, Gavin Kool and the 
Conquest of the Hobgoblin Empire. 
"Gavin always works on his 
stories between 10 and midnight," 
Mrs. Henderson said. "After that, 
I could always hear him watching 
his Beast Wars DVDs. But last 
night? Nothing." 
Police are fearing the worst for 
Gavin. 
''There are some pretty sick 
people out there," said RCMP 
spokesperson Ashley Gutzman. 
''Who knows what kind of things 
Gavin is going through right now 
- titty twisters, swirlies, Indian 
n 
stores, and Denny's locations. 
"Gavin loved to get Moons 
Over My Hammys," Mrs. 
Henderson said. "He used to eat 
them during breaks in his World 
of Warcraft games; he called them 
'Paladin Fuel."' 
Police have identified several 
persons of interest in the 
disappearance, including Tom 
Pesonen, Daniel Trent, Han Solo, 
Jean-Luc Picard, and Dagoth 
Ur. They are currently trying to 
ascertain which of these people 
are local residents, and which are 
fictional characters. 
Police have released the following 
biographical information about Gavin 
Henderson. 
Name: Gavin Thaddeus Henderson 
Age: 36 
Height/Weight: 5-foot-10, 256 
pounds 
Known Aliases: AutumnHeart, 
epona80, Kanamai, 
BigManBigD1ck_:xxx 
Attractiveness to Bullies: 
Dangerously High 
Known colours of Magic the 
Gathering decks: Blue, White 
Favourite video game music 
composer: Nobuo Uematsu 
Capricorn 
(121 22-1 I 19) 
Necessary things will have to be 
accomplished today. For example, 
you might want to get rid of those 
bodies in your bathtub. Otherwise 
your neighbours will notice the 
smell. 
Aquarius 
(1120-2118) 
You will move forward now. How 
many steps you'll take 'depends on 
the roll of the die. But don't worry 
about that. All that matters is that 
you'll pass Go and collect 200 
dollars. Just don't land on Baltic 
Avenue. 
Pisces 
(2119-3120) 
Mental practice is good for you, so I 
told all your friends and family that 
you only want Rubik' s Cubes this 
holiday season. You'll thank me for 
it later. 
Aries 
(3121-4119) 
Things will happen today. It 
doesn't matter if they're good or 
bad. All I know is that things will 
happen today. If you want any 
more advice ... come back next 
week. 
Taurus 
(4120-5120) 
Today' s a good time to get things 
accomplished. Exams can wait, you 
have a game of Angry Birds to play! 
Gemini 
(5121-6121) 
You might feel a little shut-in lately. 
Of course, this is probably due to 
the fact that ever since Skyrim came 
out you haven't left the house. 
Cancer 
(6122-7 122) 
It's not hard to see what you care 
about and value. Everyone can, 
because they've been watching 
your whole life on TV. But wait! If 
you get into some wacky hijinks 
now, the ratings will go up! 
Leo 
(7 I 23-81 22) 
Today is a good day to be creative. 
So go ahead, walk into Starbucks 
with your laptop and tell everyone 
you're writing a novel. 
Virgo 
(8123-9122) 
You'll feel good about yourself 
today. The problem is that you'll be 
too busy staring at yourself in the 
mirror to even leave the house. 
Libra 
(9123-10122) 
Have you been wondering why 
you want kids? Well, ever since 
you've taken care of a goldfish 
for three days straight, you want 
to move on to bigger and better 
things. Here's a tip: babies don't 
live in bowls. 
Scorpio 
(10123-11121) 
Working together is all fun and 
games until somebody snaps and 
betrays you. You better not be 
working with any crazy people. 
Especially if the project involves 
robots. 
Sagittarius 
(11122-12121) 
Ambition? What's that? I don't care 
about your horoscope; I've got a 
Community marathon to watch. 
With files from Livill Turnbull 
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The 
lnternetz. 
By Allie Davison 
Tonight, in Computers 
1110, we're learning about 
the Internet. 
I missed when the teacher 
explained all that, 
because I was already 
updating my Facebook. 
tweeting my Twitter, 
and browsing through 
myGmail. 
But I am told 
he said this: 
''Today, 
we are going to learn 
about the Internet. 
I'm sure most of 
you know how to 
use the Internet, 
but we're going to go over it 
anyways." 
He then proceeded to turn 
on the 40-minute, Internet-
based, robotic-voiced, 
PowerPoint, tutorial. 
Fml. 
The Other Oddset 
For the week of December ~13 
Kenny Rogers 
The Gambler 
Well, howdy there, folks! Kenny Rogers here. You might know me as The 
Gambler, but today, you'll know me 
as The Genius! 
Why? Well, it's not because 
I decided to finally start wearing 
adult diapers, and it's not because 
of my contributions to the study 
of the San people of the South 
African veldt-although those 
are both pretty £-kin' awesome 
accomplishments. 
No, you'll call me The Genius 
because my colleague and I, Dr. 
Jack Daniels, are going to give you 
the skinny on the biggest, most 
lucrative betting lines for this 
week's games! That's right, the 
most famous gambler of them all 
will tell you if you gotta hold 'em 
Humour 
Two tall assholes ruin entire concert 
"Douchebag ogres wouldn't let us see," reports witnesses 
By Liam Britten, Humour Editor 
AErformance by Kanabliss the Republic Nightclub Vancouver was ruined 
by these two tall dicks who 
wouldn't move aside so someone of 
human height could actually see a 
goddamn thing. 
Witnesses said that the 
otherwise flawless performance 
by Kanabliss was completely 
unwatchable thanks to the gangly 
pricks when they moved to the 
front of the standing-room only, 
general admission viewing area, 
and didn't move the entire time. 
Regular, non-freakishly oversized 
concert-goers like Tyler Chu were 
incensed. 
"It was some bullshit," said 
Chu. ''Those two tall f-ks were 
standing side by side for the whole 
show, and no one else could see 
anything! I hope those assholes 
bang their heads on a doorframe or 
something." 
The men, whose names were 
never recorded, had heights 
ranging from 6-foot-6 to "eight 
or nine feet tall" according to 
witnesses. Similar to the regular-
sized humans who loathe them 
so, the monsters would reportedly 
wave their arms in the air "like they 
just don't care" to express their 
happiness, further blocking the 
views of other spectators. 
"And the one on the right, 
the short one I guess, he kept 
or fold 'em, and that means big 
payouts for you, and more drinkin' 
money for ol' Kenny. 
Alright, ya degenerates, let's 
get to it: 
NFL: New England Patriots vs. 
Washington Redskins 
Tom Brady: Number of men 
fellated, over/under 5.5 
Well folks, I'm taking the under 
on this one. Tom here isn't exactly 
known for his oral abilities, and 
the only skin flute I can imagine 
him playing is Satan's. If you ask 
me, it's the only way he can not 
only be the greatest quarterback of 
this generation, the most beautiful 
man in America, and married to a 
Brazilian supermodel who's so hot 
she makes my Wanda look like a real 
pile of crap. Sorry, baby; not trying 
to be a jackass but that's just the way 
the chewing tobacco dribbles. 
NHL: Carolina Hurricanes vs. 
Winnipeg Jets 
putting his cellphone up to record 
videos. He had it up there for three 
songs!" Chu said. "I mean, A, your 
cellphone is a piece from like, five 
years ago,-and B, why did you need 
to lift it higher when you're already 
the tallest guy there? Seriously!" 
"And when the bigger one put 
"It's quite understandable why 
there is such antipathy towards 
persons of outrageous height," 
Glass said. "They frighten us, we 
fear they may try to crush our 
bones to bake their bread, and 
worst of all, they think that they 
are just the greatest at rec league 
"Similar to the regular-sized humans who loathe them so, the 
monsters would reportedly wave their arms in the air"like they 
just don't care" to express their happiness, further blocking the 
views of other spectators:' 
his girlfriend on his shoulders? 
Damn, man! Half of us just spent 
the whole show watching a muffin 
top, not the show." 
University. of McGill 
physiologist Leon Glass, Ph. D., 
believes that tall freaks like these 
unnamed beasts are frequently 
causing problems for humans of 
standard height (also known as 
"normies") with their great stature. 
Eric Staal: Number of baroque 
symphonies composed, over/under 
2.5 
Over! Over, over, over! Staalsy' s 
been maturing as a composer 
over the last four years, and 
he's surprising a lot of us in the 
symphonic world. I mean, hell, 
even I thought this kid was going to 
be a bust; just another Jean-Philippe 
Rameau, if you catch my drift. 
But he has really been working 
on some inspired polyrhythmic 
passages lately, and his overtures 
are so beautiful I want to puke in 
my mouth. Holy hell. He is about to 
embark on a truly productive phase 
of his creative development. Too 
bad he can't score worth shit these 
days. 
NBA: Boston Celtics vs. New York 
Knicks 
Total number of fanbases 
alienated, over/under 1.5 
I know what you're thinking: 
take the under. After all the only 
basketball, so they never hustle 
and they just blame us normies all 
the time when we get killed when 
the jerks at Queen's come to play. 
Seriously, play D for once!" 
Glass suggests that extremely 
tall people stick to activities that are 
better suited for their height, such 
as grabbing things off of the top 
shelves at the supermarket. 
people pissed off at the NBA and 
its players during this childish 
squabbling is every fan in America, 
right? Wrong, dickweed! If 
you think it's just red-blooded 
Americans who are flipping their 
lids over this, you forgot about 
every sissy European basketball 
fan who's going to lose all the 
American players on his favourite 
team. I predict this will be the 
biggest talent drain from Poland, 
France, Spain and wherever else 
since Uncle Sam kicked the Krauts' 
asses out of there in World War 
II! Sacre bleu is right, comrade. 
The lesson here? Don't fuck with 
America! 
Hoo-wee! That looks like some 
easy money to me, folks. Alright, 
that's it for The Other Oddset, and 
that means it's time for me to go. 
I gotta go fight a hobo for change 
to buy more liquor before I regain 
sobriety. 
With files from Liam Britten 
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